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~Uow Large is an Atom 7 
ATOMS are so infinitesimal that to be seen under the most powerful microscope one hundred million must be grouped. 
The atom used to be the smallest indivisible unit of matter. 
When the X-Rays and radium were discovered physicists found 
that they were dealing with smaller things than atoms-with 
particles they call "electrons." 
Atoms are built up of electrons, just as the solar system is built 
up of sun and planets. Magnify the hydrogen atom, says Sir 
Oliver Lodge, to the size of a cathedral, and an electron, in com• 
parison, will be no bigger than a bird-shot. 
Not much substantial progress can'be made in chemical and 
electx-ical industries unless the action of electrons is studied. For 
that reason the chemists and physicists in the Research Labora-
tories of the General Electric Company are as much concerned 
with the very constitution of matter as they are with the develop. 
ment of new inventions. They use the X-Ray tube as ifit were 
a machine-gun; for by its means electrons are shot at targets in 
new ways so as to reveal more about the structure of matter. 
As the result of such experiments, the X•Ray tube has been 
greatly improved and the vacuum tube, now so indispensable in 
radio communication, has been developed into a kind of trigger 
device for guiding electrons by radio waves. 
Years may thus be spent: in what seems to be merely a purely 
"theoretical" investigation. Yet nothing is so practical as a good 
theory. The whole structure of modern mechanical engineering 
is reared on Newton's laws of gravitation and motion-theories 
stated in the form of immutable propositions. 
In the past the theories that resulted from purely scientific re• 
search usually came from the university laboratox-ies, whereupon 
t.he industries applied them. The Research Laboratories of the 
General Electric Company conceive it as part of their task to ex• 
plore the unknown in the same spirit, even though there may be 
no immediate commercial goal in view. Sooner or later the world 
profits by such research in pure science. Wireless communica• 
tion, for example, was accomplished largely as the result of Herz'a 
brilliant series of purely scientific experiments demonstrating the 
existence of wireless waves. · 
Orellil<e1l"IMS)En (e<Cltll"i C 
General Office Company Schenectady, N.Y. 
"4111 
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up of sun and planets. Magnify the hydrogen atom, says Sir 
Oliver Lodge, to the size of a cathedral, and an electron, in com-
parison, will be no bigger than a bird-shot. 
Not much substantial progress can be made in chemical and 
electrical industries unless the action of electrons is studied. For 
that reason the chemists and physicists in the Research Labora-
tories of the General Electric Company are as much concerned 
with the very constitution of matter as they are with the develop-
ment of new inventions. They use the X-Ray tube as ifit were 
a machine-gun: for by its means electrons are shot at targets in 
new ways so as to reveal more about the structure of matter. 
As the result of such exp~riments, the X-Ray tube has been 
greatly improved and the vacuum tube, now so indispensable in 
radio communication, has been developed into a kind of trigger 
device for guiding electrons by radio waves. 
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"theoretical" investigation. Yet nothing is so practical as a good 
t heory. The whole structure of modern mechanical engineering 
is reared on Newton's laws of gravitation and motion-theories 
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In the past the theories that resulted from purely scientific re• 
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Ge1TI101r~Il®ERe<01tll'ic 
General Office Company Schenectady, N.Y • 
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Kelly Miller's AutbentiG History of Negro in World War 
(Of Howard University) 
A new and greatly 
improved history 
JUST OFF THE PRESS 
200 Pictures 
Price only $2.50 
750 Pages 
Post Paid 
Size 6 l-2x8 1-2 inches, 750 pages 
As we haYe !ought fur the ri:ih·s of 
mankind and for the futul'e peace and 
SP.Curity of lhe wol'l<l. , he people wa ·11, 
to be correct])· ancl fully inform e 
the facts concerning OUR heroes a 













Sell Boo ks 
and make 
Money 
$4 - $10 
PER DAY 
Thi,; Book app(eals lo thP ( 'olon°<l peo1,le. They are 
cage1· to buy it. '\\'hy? Bt'c·aust> it is the only War 
Book puhJi,.,h('(l that tliillingl,1·. gTaphic-all~ . yet faith• 
fully dc>sei·i hrs I hr ,, ond<-l'ful pa rt the Colored Soldier 
has taken in the World War and is absolutely fuir to 
ihe Neg1·0. 
[t relates to th!:' wodd how :J00,000 Negrot's erossed 
the North Atlantic·. htaYing· thc- ter , ors o f the Sub-
marine Peril, to hattlt' f01· J )p111oc·1 a<·. " ag-ainst the blood· 
thirst., ho1·<1Ps or a war mad Lord of the House of 
H oht>i1,;o llP1·n. 
i'vlor, - than lift.\ J>!l!!<'S of th<' Book del'oted to the 
ACHIEVEM KNTS OF THE NEGRO IN THE 
AMERICAN NA VY-Gu a 1·ding- the '1'1·ans-Atlantir 
Houle to F1·anc-t•-Hattling the Suhmarine Peril-The 
Best Sailol'-. in any ::'\;L\·., in tht> ,Yorld-:\faking a 
Na,vy in Th,·,•p Months from -:--lr~TO Ste\'edorPs and 
Laborer,;-\\' ondc-1 ful ,\<'<"<'ll.Plbhmcnts of Our Nt'gl'O 
Yoemen and \'ni,women . ' 
Send $2.50 anct we ,viii mail book by insured 
parcel post; · guarantee delivery 
AGl~NTS ma kin~ lj_-_01.11 .-:➔ .1.Jp lo $10.00 pe r ch,y. ;;tudent, 
~nd h'achers can make $1.l'O per hour working spare 
t11ne. \\re furnish a~n•nts \\ith a big catalog showing 
many bibles. relig-ious books and special race books 
Send 25 cents for agents sample and big catalog. 
Write the AUSTIN JENKINS CO.to-day 
WARDER BUILDING, Cor. 9th snd F Sts N. VI. 
Washington, D. C. 
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Price per Copy, Fifteen Cents Subscription Price, One Dollar 
Profenor G. M. Lightfoot, Editor-111-Chief 
ASSOCIATE EDITORS 
FACULTY 
Professor D. 0. W, Holmes 
Profe,sor W. Hazel 
Professor R. W. Tibbs 
ProfeHor J. W. Baudit 
Professor M. Harvey 
Professor L. Z. Johnson 
STUDENTS 
W. T. Andrews, '21 
A. Martin, '21 
W. S. Maize, 21 
E. Fredericks, '22 
J. W. Newsom, 23 
Irene Miller, '21 
Margaret Smith, '22 
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Educational Thoughts and Reflections by the Way 
Kelly Miller 
University Administration-Dwight O. 1V. H olm('.s • 
Geography in 18~5-Martha MacLea1· • 
The Apparent Conflict between Science and 
Christian Faith-E. Albert Cook • 
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TERM EXPIRES 1921 
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TERM EXPIRES 1922 
JUSTICE JOB BARNARD, LL.D., Wnshintton, D. C. 
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BISl!OP JOHN HVRST, Baltimore. Md. 
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WILl,lA~I A. Sll\C:LAIR. M.fl ., PhilJdelphia. Pa . 
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CHARLES R. llROWN, D.D., LL.D., :,;e,v Haveu Coon. 
TERM EXPIRES 1923 
JOMN T. t!:MLEN, Philadelphia, Pa. 
THOMAS JESSE JO.XES, Ph.D., Washineton, D. C. 
ttav. JESSI! E. MOORLAND,·D.'D., New York, N, Y. 
CHARLES B. PUR l'IS. M.D .• Boston, Mass. 
Jus1·1c& WENDELL PHll,IPS STAFFORD, Wash!n~ton, D. C. 
MARCUS F. WHEATI.AND, M.D., Ncwpon, R. I. 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
JOHN A. COLE, Chicago, Ill. 
BISHOP BENJAMIN F. LEE, D.D., Wilbelforc-e, Oblo 
HENRY E. l'ELLEW, Wasbini:ton, D. C. 
HON, JOSEPH IJ. SAYERS, Austin, Texas 
HON, WILLIAM H. TAFT, LL,D .. New Haven, Col)n. 
BtSHOP 
B£1'JAMIN 
TUCKER TANNER, LL.D., Philadelphia, Pa. 
BlSllOP WlLBUR P. THIRKIE,LD, LL.D., New Orleans, La. 
PATRON EX-OFFLClO 
JOHN ll'AATON PAYNE, 'Se'Cl'et1>11 of the tnter10t 
. . 
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Editorials 
A WORD OF WELCOME. 
IT is with a feeling of unalloyed pleasure that the RECORD in this initi~ 
aumber of the current year avails itself of the opportunity of extending 
a heqrty welcome to those ,vho are joining the ranks of Alma Mater for 
the first time this year. vVe desire to extend to the Freshmen of 1920 
the unqualified assurance of our help and encouragen1ent in all their tasks. 
We welco1ne you, Fresh1nen, ,vith glad acclain1 to this beautiful campus 
and to these classic halls which have nurtured so many generations of 
youth who have gone forth to contribute their meed of effort in making 
the world better. Especially do we ,velco1ne you to the inner spirit and 
life of Howard. \Ve trust that you will avail yourselves of the rich and 
varied advantages which this recognized seat of learning offers you for 
training, culture and achieve1nent. vVe place at your disposal without 
stint such interest and advice as our longer sojourn and larger experience 
n1ay enable us to give. Our earnest wish is that you will fully participate 
in all the interests and activities of your Aln1a J:vlater and contribute what-
ever talent you may possess to her advance1nent. vVe trust also that you 
will be so thoroughly inoculated with that indefinable thing which we 
call the !'Howard Spirit" that you will involuntarily place the interests of 
Alma 11ater far above all human interests, individual or collective. 
THE NEW ENROLLMENT 
The large enrollment at the opening of school in Septe1nber, _ 1919, 
indicated a tidal wave of educational interest. This was traceable to two 
causes. In the first place, the war had ended and students who had 
dropped their books to take up arms ,vere returning to complete their 
education and in the second place the experiences of the war had taught 
them the full value of training as nothing else could have done. As a 
result, many returned to the school room to resume their studies where 
they had been left off years before. 
It is .surprising but gratifying to find that this interest in education has 
not spent itself, but has proved to be more healthy and permanent than 
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was anticipated. The enrolln1ent in Ho,varcl L. niversity at the close of 
the first week shows an increase in e\'ery departn1ent over that of l9lf>. 
Comparing the figures for the first quarter of I f/20 with that of the whole 
year of I !l I ~J-20, we have the follo\\'ing: 
\'ear 
1 91 !I- l !)'2fl 
College and g-racluate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81 I 
Relig-ion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X8 
Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : ;?.-1-
\ f edic i ne .... , ................ , ... 11:3 
Dentistn· 
1 >han11acy ............ . .... . ..... . IH 









l n addition. I !l students are enrolled ror certificate courses in the School 
of :Jusic and 1:-38 for certificate courses in the :-;chool of Religion. 1naking-
a grand total of I ,Ci8G a!> against 1,J!).i for last year. :-;ince ne\\' studenb 
enter 
college 
at the beginning of either of th:: three quarters. it is fa'r 
to assume that the enrollment will be appreciably increased by the addi-
tion of new matriculants in Januarv and :vrarch. bring-in~ the total for 
the year to bet\\'cen I ,'i 00 and 1.800 . 
. \s a result of the large cnrolln1ent. both donnitories arc overcrowded 
and the L -niversity has been con1pelled. for the fin,t ti111e. to take upon 
itse!f the responsibility of finding acco1nrnodations in the citr for youn~ 
laclie,;. :diner l lall. which normall)' holds 111. is no"· providing accom-
trodation for 1,"i'.' . 1'hese conditions indicate the in1perative need of 
physical expansion. the increase in the dor111itory accon1modationi; being 
one of the mo!'.t pressing problen1s that the adn1inistration 111ust solve. 
REPAIRS OF BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS DURING SUMMER. 
BY act' of Congress an appropriation of se,·eral thousand dollars was 
1nade for the in1prove1nent of the Buildings and Grounds of the Univer-
sity, which i1upro\'e111ents were specified and authorized by the Co111mittee 
on Buildings and Grounds of the Board of Trustees. \,York ,vas begttn 
i1111nediately after Co1111uence1nent. and prosecuted throughout the 
sumn1er. 
Tn addition to the usual upkeep of lawns, walks and driveways, exten-
sive in1provements have been 1nade in the grounds by the re111oval of dead 
or decaying trees .. The dilapidated fences around the lot at Fourth and 
College Streets hayc been ren1oved and a terrace built along the Fourth 
Street side. 
The large lot on Georgia Avenue and Sixth Street, which with Howard 
Place constitutes the principal approach to the Campus, has been given 
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an attractiYe and park-like: appearance by a series of broad steps leading 
down f ro111 a brick-pa \'Cd terrace to a long walk crossing to the Alpha 
Phi .\lpha Fraternity J louse. 
The plot of land on Sixth Street between the Conservatory of l\lusic 
and Annex has 
been 
cleared c f the unsightly trees \Yhich forn1erly en-
tltlnherecl it. Remnants of old hed~cs and fences ha, ·e been r 111oved, the 
ground has been leveled off an<1 so,, 11 to grass. Later this plot will be 
laid out with walks and Aowcr beds. all of ,Yhich tends lo gin:~ an effect 
of ,uldecl spacio t:~ne~s to the ca111pus. 
Perhaps the 1nost n iliceablc chan,~ e in any building is the opening up 
of a series C'f small ,,·indo\\ s Lc- hYeen the Cashier's and l{egistrar's offices 
and the corrid ·i r, on tile fir :-- t fl o r of the ;-.Jain Building. At the opening 
of school, this change pnl\·ed its great value in facilitating the registra-
tion of students and prc,·enting the congestion which has heretofore 
pre,·ailed . 
. \t the cost of approxi1n:1 tely !j; I·? .000.(10 five new bath roon1s and two 
toilets ha\'e been installed. ( lne bath roo1n on each of the four floors 
of Clark Hall, one en the second floor of :\liner I-Lall and one toilet on the 
first and second floors of Spauldi 1g Hall. Tn Clark 1-Iall the ne\\' bath 
roo111s replace those of ,u1 <' Ider and insanitary type, the fonuerly exposed 
pipes on ceilings and walls ha.Ye been concealed. Ceramic tiled floors 
have replaced the old ones of ce1nent and the walls have bten wainscotted 
to the height of lh·e feet \vith white glazed tile. In :.liner and Spaulding 
JJalls the work is of si111ilar character. ~ew steps with balustered rail-
ings ha,·e been built al the entrances to Clark and Spaulding Ilalls, re-
placing the oulwc rn and unsighlly structures ot other days. 
Extensi,·e alterations and repairs have been n1ade in the base111ent of 
Clark IIall in order to fit il for occupancy by the Pattern 1Iaking and 
l\ I achine Shops, forn1erly in the Building of Applied Science. This 
change beca1ne necessary in order to provide space for additional class 
rooms and laboratories in the Building of 1\pplied Science. 
The roofs of all of the buildings haYe had necessary repairs made. 
11any n1inor changes and repairs ha,·e been 1nade in several buildings, 
all of which will greatly enhance their conYenience. health, and appear-
, 
ance. 
THE 111anage1nent of the Howard L:niversity RECORD begs to announce 
to the Ahunni and friends of the lJni, ·ersity that on account of the in-
creased cost of paper and labor, it heco111es necessary to increase the price • 
of subscription to the RECORD fro1n 7:5c to $1.00 per year. The 1nanage-
n1ent further desires to thank the Alun1ni and friends of the University 
for the support ,Yhich they have given in the past and ardently solicit 
their cooperation for a future and bigger success. 
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COMMEN'CEMENT EXERClSES, JUNE 11, 1920. 
Howard University Graduates Largest Class in Its History-Notable Formal 
Exercises, upon Resplendently Decorated Campus, before 2,000 
Spectators, Mark the Occasion. 
T HE Fifty-first .. \nnual lon1n1erce1nent al 1 loward University ca111e to a brilliant close June 11. Dr. Newell Dwight IIillis of the Ply-
1nouth Church, Brooklyn, Xew York, delivered the Con11nencement ad-
dress, following which, degrees ,,·ere conferred upon 185 graduates fron1 
the several departn1ents of the university. Dr. 1-Iillis is the successor 
to f-Ienry 'li\Tard Beecher as pastor of the fa111ous Plyn1outh Church of 
Brooklyn, and the life and character of the great abolitionist, in relation 
to the freedom of the nation, its unity and extension of liberty to all the 
inhabitants, were eloquently portrayed. 
The program \\·as well balanced, excellent 111usic being given by the 
:\1iller Band, and stirring rc111arks being offered by the President of the 
University, Dr. J. Stanley Durkee. Bishop :\1. 'IV. Clair and Rev. Wil-
lian1 J. Jarvis. Dr. Durkee tells graduates "Old Fonns" are gone. Ne,\. 
standards have opened the world for a reception of a brotherly spirit, 
of equality and for the killing of prejudice, hostility and jealousy, de-
clared the President. He declared that the most pitiful sight at present 
,vas "to watch the frenzied struggles of states111en of a by-g-one generation 
to re1nold our world on the old hnes-political, social and econo111ic." 
: \\Y ,\ROS OF PRIZES 'IVERB AS FOLLOWS. 
The f\lpha l(appa Alpha Sorority Prize of ,,o awarded to lvtiss rviay 
l\1iller for highest average scholarship 
The Jan1es .i\[. Gregory Prize of $5 awarded to Frederick D. Jordon 
as best individual debater in trials for the University Debating Teams. 
La Nouvelle ;.\lliance Gold l\iiedal, offered by the said alliance, whose 
headquarters are in l\' ew York City, awarded to l\Iiss lYfay lVIiller for 
best thesis ( in French) on Anatole France. 
The Callaghan & Co1npany Prize of a Cyclopedic Law Dictionary for 
highest scholarship honor for period of the three years in the Law School 
was a,varded to Thomas B. D. Dyett. 
The Rosenwald Fellowship for graduate study in 111edicine, offered by 
the General Education Board, awarded i\ifiss Carrie Jane Sutton for 
excellent scholarship. 
The Dra111atic Club Prize of $25 for the best original one-act play 
awarded as follows: First Prize, lvfiss :\fay Miller; Second Prize, Miss 
8 
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Ottie Graha111; Third Prize, \,Villia1n E. Jackson. Because of the high 
character of the three plays, the judges decided to award a first prize of 
$15 and second and third prizes of $5 each. 
The Reginal<l Bean1on Prize of one pair of Dental Forceps for the 
best all-around student dentist, awarded L. A. Fo,;vlkes. 
The Dr. \N. \'. Garvin Prize of one pair Crown Slitters for the best 
student of Bridge \V ork, awarded R. B. Taylor. 
DR. J. ST_>\?s'LEY DURKEE, PRESIDENT OF TlIE UN1V£RS1TY, 
PRES~NTS DEGREES. 
The academic procession, led by the Trustees, the President of the 
l,"niversity and Guests, and followed by the Deans and Faculties, the 
Alun,ni and Graduating Classes, commenced at 4 :15 P. M. and reached 
the platf orn1 at 4 :30 o'clock. Acaden1ic costume was worn throughout 
the ceremony. 11Juch solemnity characterized the presentation of degrees. 
Honorary degrees conferred upon t,,vo who have contributed very 
largely, in their respective fields, toward the achieve1nents of their own 
race-Harry T. Burleigh and John I-lope. 
The follo",ing degrees were conferred: 
DocTOR OF Mus1c. 
HENRY THACKER BURLEIGH, A. NL ( A.tlanta University). Born in 
Eric, Pa.; distinguished musician and co1nposer, whose song, "The Young 
\Varrior," stirred the blood of fighting Italy, and ·whose other co111posi-
tions-"Deep River," "Little :1'1other of 1'1ine," "The Grey \A,Tolf," "The 
Soldier' and "Jean"-have enthused the American public. Mr. Burleigh 
is an alumnus of the National Conservatory of Music, New York City, 
a pupil of Fritsch, Gol<lmark and Dvorak, is baritone soloist at St. 
George's Church, New York City for over 25 years, as well as at Temple 
Emanu-El, }.Jew York City: ?v1usical Editor, Ne,v York Branch of the 
Ricardi Music Publishing Company of 'Nlilan, Italy. He has traveled 
in Europe extensively and has sung for n1any kings and other royalty. 
DOCTOR OF LA ,vs. 
JOHN HOPE, A. ).f. (Brown University). Porn in Augusta, Georgia. 
President, Morehouse College, ,<\tlanta, Ga., ~ince 1906. One of the lead-
ing figures in the education of the l\" egro in the South. 
MASTER OF ARTS. 
ARNETT GRANT LINDSAY, A. 13. (}To,..vard, '1!>), whose 111aster's thesis 
is "The Diplon1atic Relations Between the United States and Breat Bi:itain. 
Bearing on , the Return of Negro Slaves, 1776 to 1828." 
Other degre~s con.ferred are : 
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SCHOOL OF LIBER.\L ARTS. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, 1\ifAGNA CuM LAUDE: lYiay 1/Iiller. 
B,ACHELOR OF ART~, CuM LAUDE: 1V1able T. Colernan, Stanley lYf. 
Douglass, Don B. Goodloe, Wallace A. Goodloe, Ruth \Vinifred Howard, 
William Stuart Nelson, Charles Henry Parrish, Can1ille Lucinda Young. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS: Bessie Taylor Barbre, Edna l\1ae Benton, Oscar 
Hundley Bragg, Oscar Cicero Brown, Sydney Philip Brown, l(itty Bythe-
wood Bruce, \!Vatter Franklin Byrd, \Villian1 Justin Carter, Jr., Edith 
Mabel Chandler, Grace Cousins, John .Albert Davis, Thon1as lvlarshall 
Dent, Ernest Albert Dyett, Thomas :VIartin Frey, Ernest Arnold Gordon, 
Robert Harrison Green, Hawes Houston Hamilton, James Louis Harris, 
Corrie Milton Hawk, Edward Paulette Hurt, Maxey Adolph Jackson, 
Linwood Graves Koger, Norman Leroy McGhee, John Prescott Murchi-
son, Florence Rogers Murray, Ulysses Henry Prunty, \iVilliam Moaten 
Reddix, Oliver Allison Ross, John \iVilliam Rowe, Charles 1\1aceo Thomp-
son, Ernestine Mabel Winters, David Lexington \IV oods. 
BACHELOR OF Scn,:NcE: Julius Mcl(inley Adams, \iVilliam Charles 
Baucum, Hezekiah Sumner Colum, James Scotchfield Copeland, George 
Washington Garnett, Zenobia Gustava Gilpin, Quincy Adams Gladdon, 
William Henry Greene, \iVilliam Myron Hall, \.Villian1 Sa1nuel Hayling, 
George Crocker Hollomond, John Henry Holtnes, Albert Ross Hughes, 
Campbell Carrington Johnson, Joseph Robinson Jones, Alfred Julian 
Lee, William Garvin Lofton, Paul Edward Piper, \Villiam Henry Porter, 
Oma Henry Price, John Luther Reeves, Percy Scott Richardson, Enos 
Shepard Wright. 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EnuCATlON, MAGNA CuM LAuot:: Ella Louise 
Stokes. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS JN EDUCATION, cu~! LAUDE: Inabel F. Burns, 
Cleatus Powell Dungeon, Helen Clark Lawrence, Isadore Williams. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION: Edith EHzabeth Brown, James 
Carl Canty, Walter Columbus Fulford, Jessie Evelyn Motte, Viola Mar-
garet Tyler. 
BACH:£LOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION, Cu~r LAUDE: Mae Louise Hat-
chette, Ira Smith, Viola Treara Taylor. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION: Anna Caroline Barber, Rufus 
Oliver Brent, Paul Ervin Brown, Jennie Leola Dudley, Tho1nas Augustus 
Lemon, Maurice Edward Reid. 
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SCHOOL OF .I\PPLlED SCIENCE. 
BACHELOR OF Sc1ENCE TN Ho111s Ec0No~11cs, CUM LAUDE: I"1elen 
Dorothea Brown. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME EcoNOMlcs: Frances Viola Carpen-
ter, Ruth Tyler Holtnes, Leah Dillard Johnson. 
SCHOOL OF Nl USIC. 
BACHf:J:,OR op N.{\JSJc: Grace Louise Ra11do)ph, 
SCHOOL OF RELIGION, 
BACHELOR OF DIVINITY: William Marvin Gibson, William Gordon, 
Benjamin Franklin Jackson, \Villiam Brizil Marsh, Samuel Butler Wal-
lace, Samuel Hart Williams. 
SCHOOL OF YlEDICINE. 
DocTOR OF lVIEDICINE: Luther Ovid Baumgardner, George· Emmett 
Bell, Joseph Hunter Brooks, John E. T. Camper, Joseph Price Dancy, . 
Louis Deg. Anderson Chubb, James T. W. Granady, James Taylor Davis, . 
Philip Arlis Hilton, Iv1ozan Hosein, \rVioza Lee Howard, \Villis Carring- . 
ton Johnson, tt[ilton Carey Lewis, Charles Terrell Lunsford, Lawrence 
Henry Niarshal!, Alfred Augustus Phillips, Chilan Bethany Powell, Forest 
1-fonroe Reid, John Patterson Sampson, Jr., Frank Augustus Sa.unders, 
George William Sherrill, Orville Rosylyn Sheffield, ·samueL Lu1nkin . 
Starks, Carrie Jane Sutton, John Lambert vVaters, James Frank vVinston, 
\Villiam Elias vVhyte. . 
. 
DOCTOR OF DENTAL SuRGERY: Richard Newell Berwick, Frank Fer-
rell Bradley, Golden McKinley Calloway, William Perry Coleman; Enock 
Wright Dickerson, Hyacinthe Eustace DuBissette, Amy Elise· Duhaney, 
Samuel Gary Foen1an, Leslie Arthur Fowlkes, Benjamin Disraeli Gibbs, 
Charles Samuel Godden, John Garrard Hilln1an, Ashley Austin Hines, 
Jr., Clarence Fitzhugh Holmes, Jr .. Herbert Sharpe 'Johnson, · Joseph 
Ed~rard Johnson, Powell Johnson, Huling Henry Lewis, Pea·rly· Leon 
Kincaid, George Lyte Kirton, Lionel Robert Lynch, Stephen Douglas 
Miller, Jr., Clarence Victor Moore, William Edward Morrison, Stewart 
Culin Parks, Charles Benjan1in Payne, Alexander Reginald Picou, S. M. 
Pollock. Howard Clairmonte Roberts, Robert Beecher Taylor, Jr., Wil-
Iia1n Edward Taylor, Aston Laws Thompson, Robert Harry Thon1pson, 
Herbert T. Vl. \Vheeler, Isaac Henry Young. 
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMIST: Burrell Harrison Green, \Villiam Perci-
val Harris, George Speln1an -:Vfosely, Richard Allyn Smith, Ernest Otto 
Snowden, Eldridge Garrett \Voods. York David Garrett, J ( .. ,, C.l\a.:des 
Irving Watson, Robert ViTalton Smyre. 
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SCHOOL OF LAW. 
BACHELOR OF LAWS, Cu.M: LAUDE: Thomas Benj. Darrell Dyett, \,Vil-
liam Chester Kitchen. 
BACHELOR OF LAWS: Lewis Doby, Frederick Gray. Benjamin Harrison 
Gwathney, George Edgar Hall, Jarnes Henry :Hewlett, Carl Rornan John-
son, Garrett Morgan Lewis, Euric Sylvian Peters, Joseph Lorenzo 
Rainey, Jr., \.Varren Robinson Waddy, Jesse Philip \i\Tallace, Robert 
Waverly Woodson. 
VALEDICTORY ADDRESS, CLASS OF 1920. 
By May Miller. 
MR. PRESIDENT, classmates, friends, together ,,ve have turned backward 
the pages of our history, rehearsing past joys and sorrows; as one ,ve 
have laughed at the present with its humorous situations of college Ii fe; 
and eagerly have we drawn aside the curta1n of time to peep into the 
rosy future, the fd'£ure of promise, hopes, dreams. .A.nd now con1es the 
hour of parting. For the last time, as a class, we sit at the feet of our 
Alma Mater to receive her farewell 1nessage. and as her chosen n1outh-
plece I shall interpret it. 
In the lviiddle Ages, during the days of chains and unrequited toil, 
when feudalism was at its height, there were always the t\vo outstanding 
characters: the noble and the peasant; the one the lord. the other the 
vassal. The first, by reason of birth, position, and wealth, was the social 
and intellectual superior of the second, and therefore owed more to his 
own servant than the servant owed to hin1. And so it has ahvays been 
that the person served and not the person serving beco1nes the obligated 
one. Thus originated the expression, "Noblesse oblige," the obligated 
nobility. 
In our present day. when birth and position count for little and wealth, 
power and prestige depend upon personality, ,vhen the only true distinc-
tion is that of education, and the two classes, that of the ignorant and 
that of the educated, the former stands out as the obligated class. Class-
mates, we are the nobility of the present day and must therefore assume 
the obligations of the nobility. 
These obligations fall into three main classes; (1) the obligation to 
self, (2) the obligation to others, (3) the obligation to God. The seal 
of our university embodies the idea in the 1notto, "Veritas et Utilitas," 
Truth being the obligation to self, service the obligation to others, and 
the culmination of the two the obligation to God. 
Self-culture is the supreme obligation to self, that is the develop,nent 
of one's faculties to the highest point of perfection, not n1erely for the 
sake of utility, but for the enjoyment of whatsoever things are good, 
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whatsoever things are beautiful, whatsoever things are pure. Truth, 
like Jacob's ladder; rests upon the earth \vhile its topmost rung leans 
against the throne of God. As the individual develops himself more and 
more, he ascends rung by rung the ladder of truth, and by so doing ap-
proaches nearer anci nearer unto God. 
''Ile '<Vho would be great arnong ye, let him be your servant.·, Thus 
Jesus spoke, giYing the key to success and happiness. The obligation to 
others should play an important part in our lives. As one author has said, 
"The chain of hu111an society can be no stronger than its weakest link." 
For us who go forth into the world to aid hun1anity the ·weak links are 
waiting to be strengthened. ()ur opportunities for service will be many. 
\Ve will not fail to take advantage of then1; and yet at the same time we 
will not agree with those who think that opportunities present themselves 
but once. Only recently there appeared on a little pa1nphlet an answer 
to the well known poen1, "Opportunity." 1t reads: 
"They do me wrong, who say I come 
no more, 
\Vhen once I knock and fail to find 
you m; 
For every day 1 stand outside your 
door, 
And bid you wake and rise to fight 
and win. 
\Vail not for precious chances passed 
away, 
\Veep not for golden ages on the 
wane; 
Each night I burn the records of the 
day, 
At sunrise every soul is born again." 
\\Te have said that the obligation to God is the culn1ination of the obli-
gation to self and that to others. The sum total of the doctrine of the 
I{ingdon1 of Goel is the comn1andment, "Love the Lord, thy God, with 
all thy might and thy neighbor as thy self." The aim and end of life 
is the glorification of God, the truth to self and service to others being 
only a rneans unto that end. 
\Ve will fulfill these obligations, ·we will be worthy of the rank. With 
the certain feeling of thankfulness and joy we will keep the faith, grateful 
that ,,·e have been spared to do so; for there were those among us who 
n1easured up to the requirements, yet were not permitted to fulfill their 
obligations here on earth. And yet we feel that not unrewarded were 
their efforts. All v.rill join with n1e in saying: 
Rejoice, 'tis the time of rejoicing, 
Our long, long journey's through; 
But what of our fallen comrades, 
Our classmates, brave and true. 
Do they join in the triumph chorus, 
And from out the Great Above 
Look down on their former class-
mates 
With faces alight with love? 
-
Ah, yes; for I am sure the Just Mas-
ter 
Rewards efforts well begun 
And in the Unknown Somewhere 
Our rejoicing and theirs is one. 
Dear classmates, we have reached the end of one journey only to begin 
another. Thus it is " 'ith the attainment of each goal we seek a new one, 
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always approaching a higher point of perfection. \Ve have come to the 
station at the cross-roads. Some will take the highways and some ,vill 
take the by-paths, but all will work toward one goal (The Advancement 
of Ilun1anity). \\' e are leaving behind, dear friends, honored teachers, 
and beloYecl scenes. v\'e are turning toward newer things, and yet fron1 
out our past we ,viii carry the n1otto ,,-ritten boldly on the sign post at 
the cross-roads, ··Xoblesse Oblige." And no\\'. dear class1nates, 'ere each 
takes his chosen path. a last, a fond farewell. 
EDUCATIONAL THOUGHTS AND REFLECTIONS BY THE WAY. 
By Kelly 11iller. LLD., 
Dean of the Junior College, Howard 1,;niYer~ity. 
\\' As interested to study the trend of ecl11cational thought and n1ove-I ment a1nong the colored people on my recent ten-thousand-mile 
itinerary through the ,~,estern and Pacific states. Tn ()hio scholastic 
geparation of the races is forbidden by la,Y, yet in the southern part of 
the state. colored schools are operated by general consent and acceptance. 
A depart1nent of \i\'ilberforce 'C ni,·ersity is supported by the state. This 
institution draws pupils fron1 all parts of Ohio and adjacent states, not-
,vithstanding that colored students are eligible to enter any public school 
or private institution. ln Cincinnati several separate Negro schools 
already exist and there is a raging controversy as to the extent to which 
such separation should be encouraged. Colored schools, also, are in 
operation in southern Indiana and in southern Illinois. In Indianapolis 
the races are separated in the grades, but unite in the high school. The 
establishment of a colored high school for Indianapolis is a n1ooted local 
issue. Quite a nu,nber of colored students are found in the Ohio State 
University, U niversity of Indiana and, especially, in the university of 
Chicago, where, I was informed, as 1nany as two hundred were registered 
last sum111er.. 
Missouri and '0klahon1a n1aintain separate school syste1ns for the races. 
St. Louis and T(ansas City, :t\1issouri, 1naintain adequate, well-equipped 
and up-to-date high schools which are numerously attended. In the 
larger cities of both states colored high schools are maintained with a 
body of teachers and facilities requisite to do standardized secondary 
work. Throughout these states the Negro teachers constitute a body 
of progressive and devoted workers whose influence counts mightily for 
the uplift of th_e race. 
In Kansas there are two colored institutions receiving public support. 
Under the state law cities of a certain size have ~he privilege of establish-
ing separate colored schools, Several years ago a separate high school 
was established for J(ansas City, I{ansas. which is no,v in a flourishing 
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condition. In other cities of the state, colored children attend the con1-
mon high school or are encouraged to enter one of the separate institu-
tions under state support and control. There are a number of colored 
teachers in the 1nixed schools especially in Cleveland and Chicago, but 
generally speaking there is less encouragement for the colored teacher 
in such schools than there was twenty years ago. 
Colored teachers in 1nixed schools are generally won1en; colored men 
are rarely en1ployed. This is due largely to the fact that the women 
accept lower positions which do not carry "vith them pedagogical authority 
or control. Benjamin H. Locke, a graduate of Ho\vard University, I 
believe, is the first colored n1ale teacher to be e1nployed by the public 
schools of Detroit, :.'fichigan. In son1e places the colored teacher is given 
a separate roo1n in the bui1ding, to v.•hich only colored students are 
assigned. I have been interested in observing this peculiar mode of 
scholastic segregation in \Villia111sport, Pa., Dayton, Ohio, and several 
points in I(ansas and Nebraska, and in the high school department of 
Phoenix, Arizona. In Colorado there are several colored teachers; at 
Deerfield, a Negro co1nm11nity, and possibly at one or two other points 
of sin1ilar circun1stances. But there is no colored teacher in the general 
school system throughout the state. So far as I was able to learn, there 
is not a colored teacher to be found in Utah, Idaho, 11ontana, vVashing-
ton and Oregon. In Los Angeles, California, there are several colored 
teachers in a localized colored con1munity, and a strenuous effort is under 
way to force an opening into the general school system. Arizona follows 
the southern policy in scholastic separation of the races. In New Mexico 
there is no such official separation. 
Ypsilanti, Michigan, has always n1aintained a colored school, but I was 
inforn1ed that this school was abolished during the past year and colored 
children for the first ti1ne are to be taught along with the whites. 
In all of the regions here described the colored pupil feels little incentive 
to pursue his education beyond the point of probable profit, and therefore 
comparatively few are found above the primary grade. It is an event 
worthy of local note when a colored pupil graduates from the high school. 
A colored girl graduating fro1n the normal school is so rare that such 
graduation is regarded as a mark of peculiar distinction. A few Negro 
students are found in the several state universities in Nebraska, ColO'rado, 
Utah, Idaho and vVashington, but nothing like in the proportion to what 
might be expected fron1 the abundant opportunities. 
I ,vas interested to ·notice the rise of the professional class in the various 
com1nunities visited. The large cities are well supplied with ministers 
of the gospel, ,vho in increasing numbers are composed of young men 
of high intelligence and progressive spirit. There is, also, a goodly num-
ber of physicians. Chicago, Detroit and Los Angeles furnish an especially 
fertile field for the colored lav.,yer. There is, also, a growing demand for 
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con1mun1ties. Howard alumni predon1inate professional life of the race 
physicians, dentists, and pharmacists, especially in the s1naller cities and 
throughout the western country. 
Howard University is the educational n1ecca for all of this region not-
withstanding that state universities and private institutions are every-
where available; nevertheless, colored youth look to Howard University 
as the national institution where their best aims and aspirations may be 
realized. 
UNIVERSITY ADMJ NISTRATIO!'-.. 
By D\\'ighl 0. \\'. Holmes. ;\. M .. 
Registrar al Howard l_"niYer,ily. 
T l fE t\merican tendency toward the con1hination ot interests having-the same _general aim, is found in our colleges and unh·ersities as 
trul\' as in our indnstrial organizations. The blacks1nith :,hop at the cross-
roads, where the o~vner perfonus alone all the essenti,11 functions, both 
administrative and operative, represents the lower en.J of con11nercial 
enterprise. The steel trust. with its n11n1ero11s subsidiary co1npanies and 
including within its scope vast industries and far-tlung p ,ssessions, stands 
at the other extren1e. Each is a business ar,d each seeks the same general 
end, namely, the production and n1arketing of in1plen"\nts of iron and 
steel. The output of the fonner is extren1ely li1nited, while the latter 
produces a variety of con11nodities ranging fron1 stean1ships to needles. 
The blacksn1ith shop, bn the one hand, involves the si111plest transactions 
-the task given and completed, the price nan1ed and paid, the whole deal 
direct and between two parties. The operation of the steel trust, on the 
other hand, requires an exact knowledge of the laws of supply and demand 
as applied to that particular industry and calls for an elaborate systen1 
of procuring raw material, labor and capital, for n1anufacturing what 
the world de111ands and for selling and distributing the finished articles, 
with satisfaction to the consumer and profit to the producer. This calls 
for a constant and careful oversight of all the details of manufacture, 
transportation and finance. Experts in business managen1ent who play 
no direct part in production are, as a result, indispensable factors in th~ 
whole schen1e. \Vithout the1n the great co1nmercial n1achine could not 
. operate. 
Higher educational institutions in the variety of their organizations are 
strikingly analogous to the iron and steel industry as indicated above. 
The classical exa111ple of Mark Hopkins on one end of the log and James 
A. Garfield on the other stands as typi,fying the simple and the efficient 
in education-the one able teacher inspiring the one eager pupil. Our 
modern cosn1opolitan universities enrolling hundreds and thousands of 
students and manned by faculties numerous in proportion are organiza-
tions of great complexity requiring able 1nanagen1ent and stand in a simi-
lar relation to education as the steel trust does to industry. 
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Every one is fan1iliar, to s0111e extent, at least, with the purely educa-
tional side of school keeping; for the . relation of the pupil to teacher has 
played a 1nost vital part in the experience of the vast 1najority of the 
people living in progressive social con1n1unities. 1\nd, although there is 
a son1ewhat con1plex science of pedagogics underlying this relationship 
and deterinining its nature, yet, when this phase of education is discussed. 
the average citizen has a feeling of being at hon1e. The administrativ~ 
side of education, howeyer, is seldo1n given serious study by tbe layman 
and is too n1uch neglected even an1ong those professionally engaged in 
the ,vork of the schools. The con1pa rative recency of a literature on 
this subject is indicatiYe of the sn1all interest that it has evoked, evel) 
among students of education ; and the I iterature on school adrninistration 
that has appeared deals altnost exclusively with the problen1 of the public 
sciiool. As our colleges and other institutions of higher learning develop 
and the proble111s of their manage1nen.t grow 1nore and more complex, 
it becon1es increasingly in1portant that educated men and women and 
especially college students ,vho will form the. alun1ni of these institutions 
and the leaders of the citizenry to who1n the 111anagement is responsible, 
should know, in a general way at least, the relationship of the factors 
operating in a university and the probl,ems involved in their administra-
tion. 
As indicated abo\'e, colleges and universities vary between widely sepa• 
rated lin,its in their resources, their ideals and their 111anagement, Any 
statement, therefore, relative to current practice, administrative or peda-
gogical, must be taken in a general sense. Seldom, for example, do we 
find identity in the functions, the privileges or the relative standing of 
officers and teachers sin1ilarly designated, even in two institutions of like 
traditions and ain1s. Likewise distinct variations can b.e found in the 
relations of the departn1ents, schools and faculties in institutions where 
,ve 1night well expect similarity. In spite of this diversity, however, there 
has grown up a body of praclice in An1erican institutions sufficiently 
uniform and sanctioned by the best usage as to render possible certain 
generalizations concerning adtninistrative procedure which may be tenta-
tiYely accepted as standard. 
A1nerican higher institutions are designated as colleges, universities, 
professional schools and technical schools. Historically, nearly all of our 
older colleges ha,·e grown fro1n institutions. with curricula largely · classi-
cal in content and. according to our present standards, but slightly ad-
Yanced beyond secondary grade. Frequently this work of the lower grade 
reniaincd while years of advanced work \\·ere ·added, leaving below what 
later de,·eloped into preparatory schools or acade1nies. These in response 
to 1nodern de1nancls are rapidly being detached £ron1 colleges and placed 
under independent control. Crowing in the other direction, the colleges 
gradually added g-ra<l11ate c0t1rses and began offering graduate degrees. 
Frequently in the larger <;OJnmunities where professional and t,e.<:l:.t?,\C_al 
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schools existed independently, the growing colleges, by one of several 
processes, absorbed then1 one by one, usually for reasons of efficiency 
and economy or for added prestige. Thus by offering graduate work 
and courses in a wide variety of departments of learning, including the 
, · tec~nical and professional schools, the 1\merican college has developed 
into the American University. 
Considered with reference to the source of income, such institutions 
fall into two general classes. Some are suppo,rted n1ainly by the incon1e 
from endowment funds and through gifts set apart by philanthropic 
individuals, religious denominations or groups of individuals, while others 
rely for their support n1ainly upon governn1ental agencies, n1unicipal, state 
or federal. In the first group \\·e find such institutions as Harvard, Cor-
nell,. Wesleyan, the University of Chicago, Leland-Stanford and n1any 
others. In the second appear those universities named respectively for 
the states in ,vhich they are located; as for example, the University of 
l\{ichigan, the University of Illinois, the University of Texas, etc. Con-
trary to the belief of a large nun1ber of students and a considerable part 
of the public, no college or university of any size could exist on its present 
scale on the income derived from the fees paid by students. Indeed, 
such charges cover but a small part of the running expenses of a college 
or university. Roughly speaking, the average college pays fron1 three to 
ten dollars to every dollar paid by a student toward his own education 
At the two great service schools, Annapolis and \Vest Point, the only 
higher institutions supported outright by the federal government, a stu-
dent, to all intents and purposes, is actually paid to go to school and is 
assured a position upon graduation. 
The supreme governing body in a university organization is the Board 
of Trustees, son1etimes designated as the Board of Regents, or by so1ne 
similar title. vVhile in general practice its function is advisory, it is in 
fact 'responsible to the public for the proper conduct of the institution 
It mt1st 111anage the property safely and wisely and 1nust determine the 
niost advantageous distribution of the annual incon1e. It must discern the 
i1nmediate and future needs and project ways and 1neans of supplying 
these needs. It must enact rules under which the regular "·ork of the 
university is carried on and n1odify them to suit changing conditions 
It must' appoint all members of the staff of officers and instructors and 
determine their salaries. Indeed, the success or failure of an institution 
of learning rests ultimately in the hands of this most important board. 
For obvious reasons it must delegate its authority in many matters to the 
administrative officers, to the faculty and to its own sub-committees. 
Considering the financial problem, it can be seen very readily that since 
no school can operate efficiently \Vithout adequate financial support, the 
problem of raising funds is of the first importance as a function of the 
Board of Trustees. If the institution is endowed. confidence in its 1nan-
.... 
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agement and in its policies n1ust be established in the n1inds of the philan-
thropic agencies fron1 whon1 support is expected. This n1ust, of course, 
be followed up persistently and vigorously by a presentation of the insti-
tution's needs, both in11nediate and in prospect. To successfully carry 
through such a progran1 calls for careful planning, good judg1nent and 
patience. If the institution is state supported the sa1ne principles, of 
course, apply. Instead of convincing the philanthropic public, it becon1es 
the dut)· of the trustees to convince the general public through its legisla-
tors. In either case it must be sho,vn that \\'hat the school produces is, 
to the state or the nation, a satisfactory return for the invest1nent made. 
The trustees are responsible, as indicated above, for the physical prop-
erty of the university. They n1ust provide adequate buildings, conveni-
ently arranged so that the Vl'Ork of the various departn1ents of the insti-
tution n1ay be carried on most advantageously. The grounds must be kept 
in order, the libraries stocked ,vith hcoks, the offices equipped for the 
expeditious handling of the business, the laboratories furnished with sup-
plies and instrun1ents for scientific work and the gymnasium and athletic 
field made available for the physical development of the student body. 
In addition, n1ost schools provide living accommodations :or the student 
body in the form of dorn1itories and dining halls. 
In a large institution the duties implied in these two responsibilities 
alone could well occupy the entire ti1ne of a n1ost able Board of Trustees, 
should it be necessary for them to attend personally to any considerable 
part of the details involved. It is usual, therefore, for the Board to select 
as President of the university a 1nan who is fitted to give direction to this 
n1aterial side of the \\'Ork of the institution. Indeed, there are some who 
feel that the President of a n1odern university must be primarily a business 
admini$trator and pron1oter and secondarily an educator. This belief 
is based upon the assumption that the pedagogical side of the work of the 
university can, with reasonable safety, be entrusted to the faculty, a 
group pres11n1ably expert in 111atters purely educational. The material 
welfare of the institution, on the other hand, is placed in the hands of the 
President as its chief executive officer. It is he who must n1arshal the 
facts in justification of the claims of the institution which he represents 
and present them so convincingly that public funds will be adequately 
appropriated and the purse strings of philanthropy will be loosed. ,vhether 
this vie\v is valid or not, it remains true that a president ~•ho is not a 
business achninistrator would be of little help to the Board of Trustees 
in solving the important r,roblen1s involved in supplying funds and caring 
fnr the property. 
The details of the n1anagement of this purely business end of univer-
!'itv acln,inis{ ration are necessarily delegated to several officers whose 
ti ties and duties varv in different institutions. t: sually the Secretary is 
officiallv the record- keener of the Board of Trustees ::i.nd the officer 
through whon1 its orders are executed. In large institutions.. h~ oiat 
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operate through several highly trained assistants, each in charge of son1e 
phase of the work for vvhich he is peculiarly fitted; for exan1ple, the Su-
perintendent of Grounds and Buildings at a large institution like Columbia 
might well be a Mechanical or Civil Engineer or an e...'Xperienced Architect. 
Such qualifications are necessary in order that he n1ay be able not only 
to exercise intelligent oversight of the physical plant, but also to act as 
an expert advisor through the Secretary, to the Board, on all matters per-
taining to his office. I1nn1ediately under hi111, each having charge of a 
distinct division of the work, would appear the foren1en of the several 
groups of artisans and laborers engaged in keeping the plant in operation, 
such as engineers, plumbers, carpenters, electricians, yardmen, watchn1en, 
etc. This officer, in the case used as an illustration, has charge of the 
dormitories, all reservations for roo1ns being 1nade through hitn and all 
matters concerning the 1nanagement of the residence halls being under 
his direct control. The details, in turn, are adrninistered through separate 
offices located in each building. 
The problen1s involved in feeding the student population in large insti-
tutions are usually delegated by the secretary to sorne one trained in that 
line of work. In some cases the boarding hall or cafe privilege is leased 
to a catering firm. In others the management is retained by the institu-
tion under the direction of a paid expert. This is the n1ore usual plan 
especially in smaller institutions. A third practice is to allow student 
clubs or fraternities to take 1nuch of this care fro1n the shoulders of the 
administrative officers by managing their own dining halls. In whatever 
way the boarding problem is met, it is one of the most difficult of the 
many that harass the administration in schools of all sizes and grades; 
for, whatever plan is resorted to, the institution cannot free itself from 
the ultin1ate responsibility of safeguarding the physical welfare of the 
students entrusted to its care. 
As the recording officer of the board and hence its official 1nouthpiece 
in business matters, it becon1es necessary for the secretary's office to 
handle the general correspondence of the university. All letters ad-
dressed impersonally to the institution find their way, first, to the office 
of the secretary, where they are distributed to the appropriate depart-
ments. In many of the smaller colleges, general correspondence is sent 
to the President's office. In the larger uniYersities, letters relative to en-
trance, scholarship or acaden1ic matters in general are handled by the 
Registrar, the Examiner or even the Deans, where the latter administer 
the entrance regulations. With the exception of such correspondence 
of a special nature, the office of the secretary is the agency through which 
the university ~eeps in communication with the outside world. It is the 
center for the distribution of information by advertise1nent, press notices 
and other forms of publicity. It must also plan and direct the details of 
financial campaigns, public functions and cere111011ials. Indeed, directly 
or indirectly, t!ie Secretary supervises ever)' business interest of the insti-
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tution, and touches intin1ately every phase of university life with the 
exception of the academic which is traditionally the peculiar province of 
the faculty. 
As the business executive of the institution, an important part of the 
work of the Secretary is that of placing orders for supplies and equip-
1nent, repairs and buildings. 1-lere his function is closely related to that 
of the treasurer who. as the holder of the funds, must be respol\5ible for 
the payn1ent of all bills. 1'he "l'reasurer or Bursar is charged \"lith the 
responsibility of collecting all funds due the institution, of settling all 
obligations and of keeping an accurate record of all financial transactions. 
\Vhile n1uch of this is of a purely clerical nature, yet the 'freasurer must 
be well versed in n1atters financ ial, in order that he 1nay advise the Board 
concerning investn1ents and other problen1s arising in connection with the 
work of his office. In order to insure the safety of the funds, the Treas-
urer is usually bonded. In addition, he works under the i1nn1ediate con-
trol of a finance con11nittee of the board and in dose cooperation with the 
Secretary. Indeed. so intin1ately related are certain phases of the ,vork 
of the Secretary and the Treasurer that occasionally the two offices are 
combined in one person bearing the title of Secretary-Treasurer. 
Since a university is organized and n1aintained for the instruction of 
youth and the advancen1ent of scholarship, it is obvious that nb responsi-
bility of the trustees is greater than that of proYiding a competent faculty 
and of n1aintaining through that body as its agent, such courses of study 
as are de1nandecl by the spirit of the tin1es and are in keeping with the 
ideals of the institution. In bringing this about the board n1ust again rely 
largely upon the President, who, therefore, as the chief executive officer, 
must con1bine in hi1nself the educational philosopher as well a·s the busi-
ness administrator. Since, however, in a large institution, it is quite as 
in1possible for the President to attend to educational details as to those 
of a business nature, he must. in such n1atters, rely upon the j udgrnent of 
the faculty. Indeed, in both relationships, the President is rather the 
seer, the inspirer, the leader and the dyna1nic force that directs and con-
trols. To the trustees he is the executi\'e and the engineer upon whom 
they depend for expert advice concerning all matters of interest to the 
institution. To the faculty he is their representative to the governing 
body of university and their leader. l-Te can and should mould the educa-
tional sentiment and direct the educational policies of the institution. 
But the details relative to the course of study and the regulations concern-
ing the routine of instruction are matters which, in the best regulated 
institutions, are left almost entirely in the hands of the faculty, subject, 
of course, to the approval of the trustees. Since, however, in the final 
analysis, these very matters forn1 the soul of the institution it is obvious 
that the selection of a faculty to whom they may be safely entrusted is a 
duty requiring the utmost care and the finest judginent on the part of the 
President and the Board of Trustees. 
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Dr. Charles \V. Elliott, forn1er .President of I--Tarvard l ' niversity and 
one of the n1ost successful adn1inistrators in the college world, in dis-
cussing the salary scale of the teaching staff of a uniYersity, indicates 
what 111ay be considered the standard grouping of the n1en1bers of a 
faculty with their relative rates of co111pensation. I-le says: 
"The general features.of a good scale of salaries arc as follows: 
The s~lary of an annual appointee at the s~art should b.: low- about the 
amount needed by a young unmarried man for comfortable support in the city 
or village where the university is located. \\"hen. after a few years, this young 
man receives an appointment without limit of time, a somewhat higher salary 
should be given bim with a small advance each year for, say, three years. If 
this instructor so commends himself that the university desires his further 
service, he should receive, as assistant professor, a salary which will enable 
him to support a wife and two or three children comfortably, but without 
luxury or costly pleasures. It is well to have the appointment of assistant 
professor given for a fixed term of years, as, for example, five. If at the end 
of his first term as assistant professor, a second appointment with the same 
title be given, a moderate advance of salar;' should accompany the second 
appointment. By the time the encl of a second term as assistant professor is 
reached, the candidate for further employment in the university will be ap-
proaching forty years of age, and is ready for a full professorship. On pro-
motion to this life-office, another advance of salary should be given so that 
the salary of the full professor may easily be four times the sum which the 
young man received at his first annual appointn1ent. The salary of the fuli 
professor should then rise by moderate steps- say once in fiyc years until the 
maximum is reached, the maximum being ordinarily attained between the 
ages of fifty or fifty-five, unless in the case of men who demonstrate their 
fitness for a professorship earlier in life, and have the chance to fill ~ome 
vacancy or new post. 
"To fix the scale of salaries and to modify it from time to time according to 
changing social conditions, and the general scale of living in the community 
which surrounds the university is one of the most important duties of trustees, 
and one of the most difficult." 
The constitution of a faculty and the duties of its 111embers depend, to 
some extent, upon the peculiarities of the institution of which it forn1s 
a part. It is generally agreed, however, that its duties are, as indicated 
above, broad enough to include the entire control of the academic side 
of the life of the university. The faculty determines the standards for 
admission, the courses of study, the requirements for degrees and the 
rules and regulations governing the student body. These functions, dele-
gated to it by the trustees, are usually apportioned a111ong sub-con11nittees. 
which are, of course, responsible to the faculty itself. 1~hus such matters 
as discipline, student activities, graduation, rules and ad111ission are 
usually assigned to standing con1n1ittees. For administrative purposes the 
work of the university is divided into schools. each n1anned by a faculty 
headed by a Dean or Director. This division is for the purpose of group-
ing courses and students ,vith reference to the general aim of the various 
curricula selected: for example, a large university might have schools 
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of Engineering, Liberal Arts, Law, Education, etc. For the purpose of 
instruction the subjects taught are grouped in divisions or departments, 
each having a professor at its head and each covering some particular 
field of kno\vledge; as, for exan1ple, the departments of English, Physics, 
Gennan, 1\fathematics. Instructors are, therefore, members of schools 
as well as of departments. It is evident that the Head of a Department 
with his associates technically trained in the subject matter of a particular 
field of knowledge n1ust be entrusted with the arrange1nent of the courses 
and the direction of the instruction in that field. \iVhat courses in a 
particular field should be offered as contributing to the curricula of the 
various schools n1ust be detennined, of course, by conferences bet\veen 
the heads of departn1ents and the directors of the sc~ools concerned. 
In the acacle1nic world n1any variations in this scheme of organization 
can be found, but it is safe to say that the present tendency is strongly 
in the direction indica tee!. 
lintil comparatively recent years the deans in charge of the various 
schools, in addition to their other duties, were charged \Vith the adminis-
tration of the entrance requiren1ents and the keeping of records. Today 
this plan bas practically disappeared in progressive institutions. With 
the increase in enrollment came a division of the duties with the result 
that the Dean, while re1naining chief advisor of the students under his 
charge and the administrative officer of his s~hool, is no longer responsible 
for the exa1nination of entrance credentials and the ·keeping of records. 
These functions have been centered in the office of the Registrar, an 
official whose place in the academic scheme has rapidly grown in im-
portance. 
Originally, as the na111e i111plics, the Registrar \Vas the person who 
registered or enrolled the students upon entering school, recording such 
personal data concerning each as might be needed for ·future reference. 
This duty, purely clerical in its nature, was frequently assigned to a 
teacher as a side-line. By the addition of responsibilities, however, the 
position has grown to one of the first importauc.e in the organization of 
the modern university. In this office or others under its control or very 
closely related to it, the records of the students' grades and of all the 
acaden1ic activities of the instituti9n are kept. In many cases a spe~ial 
Secretary of the Faculty keeps the record of the activities of that body, 
but frequently this is a part of the work of the Registrar. In the larger 
institutions the titles Examiner, Registra·r and Recorder are found, but 
the implied duties, separately or taken together, are included in the de-
scription just given. .i\ccording to the best n~odern practice, he is the 
executive officer of the Committee on Adm\ssions and is, therefore, the 
connecting link between the institution which he represents and the 
secondary schools or colleges from which students are received. On 
the other hand, as the keeper of students' records, the registra"r's office 
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1nust send out transcripts of the records of those students who arc trans-
ferring to so111e other school. Indeed, the task of n1aking and sending 
such transcripts has grown by leaps and bounds, as this forn1 of testi-
1nonial is being 1nore generally required than eyer, as an eYidence of the 
qualifications of the Student concerned. Such records are required to 
enter professional schools, to enter upon graduate work, to take exami-
nations for licenses to practice law and 111edicine in the various states, 
to satisfy the require111ents of the state boards of education for teachers' 
certificates and occasionally, even as an evidence of fitne:;s [or positions 
in the co1nn1ercial world. lt is evident, therefore, that the Registrar is 
connected through 111any lines with the outside world into which the 
product finds its way. The possibilities suggested by these connections 
are practically without lin1it. 
The large majority of An1erican colleges today n1aintain lists of sec-
ondary schools whose work has been approved and whose graduates are 
admitted without exa1nination upon the presentation of certificates show-
ing the number of units required for admission. Schools are accredited 
if the organization, the faculty, the quality of the instrttction and the 
physical equipn1ent satisfy the require1nents of established standards. 
\Vhether or not these require1nents are 111et in the case of any school is 
determined by the state1nents of the officials of the school concerned, by 
visit and personal inspection by a competent obsen·er, and by the records 
made during the first year by the entrants to college fro111 that particular 
school. 
In order that the principal of the school n1ay be advised concerning the 
showing made by his students in college, it is a general practice an1ong 
progressive colleges to send to the secondary schools such reports cover-
ing the work of at least the first half year. In addition, many schools 
forward the same information to parents throughout the entire course, 
while others send the latter only at the request of the parents themselves. 
To supply information to all parties concerned, it is necessary to issue 
five copies of the report of every freshman at the end of each semester or 
quarter. These are distributed a1nong the Dean, the student, the parent, 
the Principal of the high school and the Registrar's office files . 
The reputation of a university is as precious as the reputation of an 
individual and far more i1nportant, since it affects every student, every 
alumnus and every rne1nber of the faculty. Living as we do in a scien-
tific age when things n1ust be weighed and measttred by rule to detennine 
their fitness to fill a place in the co1nplex 1nachine we call An1erican 
civilization, it is inevitable that the boasted acade1nic freedo111 of the past 
finds itself curbed and con1pelled to 1neasure up to established standards. 
The movement of students from school to school is so great today that 
without the standardization of courses of study it would be practically 
impossible to transfer credits. And further, without the standardization 
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of requiren1ents for degrees it ,~·ould follow that the tern1 .. recognized" 
as describing a college or university would be 1neaningless. As a result 
of the den1and for academic standards there ha ,·e developed certain tenta-
tive definitions which, while carrying no absolute authority, are proving 
of in1mense potency in stiffening up the 11·ork of the higher institutions 
of the country. For example, the list of "Approved Colleges·, published 
by the An1erican Fedical Association has the effect of discounting the 
schools not on that list in the eyes of those college students who plan to 
study 111edicine in schools belongin~· to that 0\ssociation. To continue in 
a college not so approved means to the student a less of a year or n1orc 
which he naturally attetnpts to aYoid by entering a college that has earned 
a place on the approved list. The Carnegie Foundation for the Advance-
111ent of Teaching confines its benefits to colleges fulfilling certain re-
quirements which agree, in general, with those of the A.ssociation just 
referred to. Indeed, the tenn "Standard College" has co1ne to have a 
111eaning in An1erica so generally accepted as to justify the quotation of 
one of these definitions here, 
STANPARP OF ACCREDITING COLLEGE$ AND UNIVERSITIES. 
Adopted i11 l{H91 by the North Central Assoc'ation of Colle:;es and Seconclary 
Schools, 
·'The standRrd followed in the accrediting of colleges and universities 
iollows: 
"The Standard American College is a college with a four-year cirrict1-
lun1 with a tendency to differentiate its parts in such a way that the first 
two years are a continuation of. and a supplement to, the work of the 
$econdary instruction as given in the high school, while the last two 
years are shaped n1ore or less distinctly in the direction of special, pro-
fessional, or unjversity instruction. 
"The following constitute the standards for accrediting col1eges for 
the year 1919: 
"J. The minin1u1n scholastic require111ent of all college teachers shall 
be equh·alent to graduation from a college belonging to this Association, 
and graduate work equal, at least, to that re<juired for a Master's degree. 
Graduate study and training in research eq··ivale;1t to that required for 
the Ph.D. degree are urgently recomn1end~d, but the teacher's success 
is to be determined by the efficiency of his teaching, as well as by his 
research ·work. 
"2. The college shall require for admission not less than fourteen 
secondary units, as defined by this Association. 
''3. The college shall require not less than one hundred ;:t.n<l twentr 
sen1ester hours for graduation. 
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",1. The college shall be pro\'ided ,rith library and laboratory equip-
n1ent sufficient to dc\'(::lop fully and illustrate each course announced. 
"5. The college. if a corporate institution, shall possess a production 
endow111ent of not less than $200,000. 
"G. The college, if a tax-supported institution, shall receive an annual 
income of not less than *·i0,000. 
"7. 'fhe college shed! 111aintai11 at least eight distinct departinents in 
liberal arts, each with at kast one proiessor gi,·ing full tin1e to the college 
work in that depart1n::nt. 
''8. The location and construction of the buildings, lhe lighting, heat-
ing, and ventilating of the roon1s. the nature oi the laboratories, corridors, 
closets, water supply. school furniture. apparatus, and 111ethods of clean-
ing shall be such as to insure hygienic conditions for both students and 
teachers. 
"!J. The 11u1J1her of hours of work giY("l hy each teacher \Yill ,·a,y in 
the different departn1cnts. To dctcnni c thi~. the an1onnt of preparation 
required for the class a 'cl th,· tiuw 1wed --1 l<ir ;;tud> to kce1) abreast of 
the subject. tog-ether ,,ith the number of students . m,1st be taken into . . 
accou11t: but in no case shall 111ore than eighteen h .tll'<.; per ,1-e2k be 
required. fiftce·1 being recon11nencled a; a 111a',i num. 
, 0. The college 1nu~t h.: able to prep1re it:; ·.;raduates t > enter rec:,~-
nized graduate scl·ools as candidate~ fc1r advanced de~ree. 
"11. The colle·:e should liniit the 11titnher of :--t11ck · (, in a recitation 
or laboratory class to thirty. 
"12. The character of tht" ct1rric11l1 u11. tlw efficic,1cy o[ instruction. 
the scientific spirit. the standard for regular degrees. the consen·ati~n1 
in granting honorary degrees. and the tone of the institution shall also 
be factors in detennining eligibilitY. 
"13. X o institution shall be ad111itted to the approved list unless it has 
a total registration of at least fifty students i ( it reports itself as a junior 
college and of at least one hundred students if it c,trries courses beyond 
junior college. 
"14. \Vhen an institution has, in addition to the College of Liberal 
Arts, professional or technical schools or departments, the College of 
Liberal Arts shall not be accepted for the appro,·ed list of the A.ssociation 
unless the professional or technical departtnents are of an acceptable 
grade." 
If a college or university is to fulfill its obligations to its constituency 
it must first decide whether it wishes to be considered standard or not. 
If so, it must meet the requiren1ents. If not. it should f,ankly state just 
what it claims to be. 1\ college. for exa1nple. 1nay n1aintain courses cover-
ing the fin;t two years only and frankly call itself a Junior College-a 
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term per£ ectly respectable in academic circles and one having a very 
definite meaning. But if the institution pro111ises to the youth of the lane\ 
a "standard" college course or a '·standard" n1edical course or a "stand-
ard" course in any other field, it should be ready to fulfill its contra-:t to 
the letter. This is the. big task and must be shared by all vvho share the 
responsibility for the institution of which they fo rn1 a part. 
GEOGRAPHY IN 1805. 
*By M.artha 1-1.ac Lear, A. ti., 
Associate Professor of Elementary Education, Howard University. 
BEIN'G 1nodern is of all things the 1nost del ightful. as every woman knows, and the best part of living now instead of then is in the look-
ing back to see what life was like in a 1nore or less ren 1ote past. It is 
especially desirable, not to say instructive. for a teacher to do this, since. 
with students and parents, supen·isors and superintendents. Boards of 
Education and Society itself criticising and gi,·ing ach·ice, even with the 
best intentions in the world, it is hard not to be distraught and p~ssi1nistic 
concer111ng n1odern education. Consequently it was with great joy that 
I happened on the geography belonging to n,y grandfather. 
'"Ah."' said I to 111yself, ··no,v we shall learn what yo11ng A1nerica ,ras 
taught concerninR the world. in the year 1803.'" 
Tlie appearance of the little book 111akes no bid for exhallstive erudition. 
Just one s111all ,·olun1e 7 x I¾ inches, three hundred twenty-six pages 1n 
extent- in this ~mall compass is con1pressed-
A New Syste1n 
of 
1\f odern Geography 
or 
:\ General Description 
of the 
1\[ost Ren1arkable Countries Throughout the I(nown \Vorld. 
Their respective situation, extent, divisions, cities, riYers. 1nountains, soil 
and productions; their commerce, manners. custon1s. Jaws 
and religion, together with 
Their Principal 1-Iistorieal Events 
and 
Political In1portance in the Great Con1monwealth of Nations 
Coin piled 
From the TY.lost Nlodern Systen1s of Geography and the Latest \T oyages 
and Travels 
and 
* On leave of absence, 1920-'21. 
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Containing many in1portant additions to the geography of the lJnited 
States that have never appeared :in any other work of the kind . Illus-
trated \Yith eight n1aps, con1prising the latest discoveries and engraved 
bv the finest American artists. , 
By Benjarnin DaYies, 
Phi Uadelphia. 
Published by Jacob Johnson & Co., 
147 1\Iarket Street. 
1805. 
vVhat could be 111ore reassuring and alluring than such a promise of the 
very latest to be found in the field of learning! Unfortunately, in the 
long stretch of time from then until no"·, the second Yolu1ne has been 
lost. So ·we shall never know what the many in1portant additions to the 
geography of the United States 1nay have been. \Ve can only surmise 
that they were, indeed, mon1entous, for 1\Ir. Davies must have been a 
man of no mean parts to haYe compressed the geography, history, eco-
nomics, sociology, law, art, and religion of Europe and Asia into three 
hundred and twenty-six sn1all pages. 
The book, whether intentionally or not. reflects the spir·1t of the times, 
An addition to the title page there might well have been ·· .\ treatise in 
praise of the British En1pire-a ,varning again~t entangling alliances 
,vith the volatile French." For !\lr. DaYies is a 1nan of honest conviction 
and courage to let his beliefs be known. 
There are so many delightfnllr ne\v ideas set forth by the author that 
one n1ust rejoice at every page. Ilere is his description of the 111ove111ents 
of the earth: "To forn1 a conception of these two n1otions of the earth, 
we n1ay in1agine a ball n1oving 0111 a billiard-table or a bowling green: the 
ball proceeds forward upon the green or table, not by sliding along like 
a plane upon wood, but by turning round its own axis. an imaginary 
line drawn through its centre, and ending on its stuface." I-Jow 1nuch 
more aristocratic. a billiard table o.r bo,ding green than an orange cir-
cled round a la1np ! \Vhat the description lacks in cle>arness it 111akes \tp 
in dignity. 
"As Europe is the seat of letters and arts and the greatest exertions 
of mental energy in every department and is besides the native region of 
the chief n1odern geographers, it is generally the region first treated." so 
we begin our study with this native region of the chief modern geogra-
phies, a survey of the continent as a whole. ,vhich gives the author op-
portunity to give our minds the proper set.'' The hvo grand distinctions 
(religions) are Catholics and Protestants; the former in the south, where 
the passions are more wann and the in1agination more delighted ,vith 
splendor; the latter in the north, where the operations of the judgn1ent 
predon1inate." Being thus ,varned. England. protestant England, is 
selected as of prime i1nportance to hring to the attention of the student. 
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There are tweh·e historical epochs enL1n1eraled, the last •''fhe war with 
the .\merkan Colonies fonns uot only an epoch of singular novelty, but 
of the n1ost in1portant consequencr•,.'' As to religion. "Christianity was 
planted ve,·y early in this Tsland, perhaps by St. Paul or some of his in1111e-
diate disciples; for it is certain t!,at in the year 150, the professions of 
0ur holy faith \\'ere nun1erotis. ny degrees papal authority and the cor-
ruptions of the Chttrd1 of Ron1e spread the1nselves here as ,veil as in all 
the other 11afions oi L::u rope. J no. \ \·ichliffe ( an Englishtnan), in the· 
reign of Edward III, has the honour of being the first person in Europe 
"·ho had finnness enough to expose the corruptions of the Ron1ish Church. 
* * ,:, The church of England is 110,1·. before anv other national estab-
lished church. tolerant in its principles." 
.-\s to 111anners and custon1s: ·'The English. generally speaking, are a 
plain, honest, ln11nane and brave people. T n 1nanufactures, they are 
ingenuious and excel all other nations. In nayigation and trade, they are 
bold, enterprising and liberal. , \n1ong foreigners they are accused of a 
cold restraint in their n1anners, but this perhaps ,vill be found to exist, 
1nore in appearance than reality. on a close acquaintance. 
··The houses in England are peculiarly co111n1odious, neat and cleanly; 
and don1estic architecture see1ns here arriYed at its greatest perfection." 
()f savage ani1nals. ''the 111ost fierce and <lestrucli,·e is the wild cat. 
* '' * The "·olf has been long extinct, but the fox abounds." 
Arts. The present state of the arts in England is ,vorthy of so opulent 
and refined a country, and the progress has been rapid beyond exan1ple. 
(.;ntil the beginning of the 18th century England was obliged to itnport 
her chief painters fron1 abroad. But the patronage and exertions of the 
reign of George III have not only been crowned ,vith a great perfection 
of the arts, but have been exuberant in the production of artists of de-
served reputation. In painting. engraYing, architecture and sculpture, 
£ngland can boast native nan1es not inferior to the 111ost celebrated in 
Europe.'" This see1ns to be truly generous praise and a new light on the 
unron1antic George. 
Scotland shares some of this panegyric, since it, too, is protestant and 
part of the En1pire. Dut there are a few curious custo1ns such as a theo-
logical antipathy to swine, which also extends to eels, on account of their 
serpent-like forn1. Trust a Scotch presbyterian not to take any chances 
with the Evil One! Of I rel and, being Catholic, 1nuch good cannot be 
said-"the present descendants of the old Irish, they are generally repre· 
sented as an ignorant, uncivilized and blundering people. In1patient of 
abuse and injury, they are in1placable and violent in all their affections; 
but quick of apprehension, courteous to strangers and innured to hard-
ships. S01ne of the old uncouth custon1s still prevail an1ong them, par-
ticularly their funeral howlings and the placing of a dead corpse before 
their doors, laid out on tables. having· a plate on the bodr to excite the 
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charity of passengers. Their con,·ivial meetings on Sunday afternoons, 
with dancing to the bagpipe and more often quarreling among then1selves, 
are offensive to any civilized traveler.·• And he expresses the vain hope 
that the union will introduce parochial education into Ireland, as the 
surest means of pre,·enting the ebullition of ignorant discontent and 
rebellion.'' 
France, while conceded to be one --ainongst the n1ost en1inenl European 
nations, is not just what it should be. Their 111anners leave n1uch to 
be desired.'" The n1ost pleasing parts of the portrait are vivacity, gaiety, 
politeness and a singular disposition toward social enjoy111ent. On the 
other hand, ancient and recent eYents conspire to affix a sanguinary stain 
and a rapacity on the national character which are hardly reconcilable 
to so n1uch gaiety and seen1ing benevolence.'' 
"\iVith travelers accuston1ed to the elegance of English life, 1nany of 
the French 1nanners and custo1ns cannot be reconciled to ideas of phy-
sical purity; the looseness of n1orals in regard to the sex has become 
proverbial. The republican fonn of govern,nent has only spread the 
contagion wider, nor has the liberty of divorce proved any bond of 
chastity." 
Poor !'ranee! Instead o{ --nous 7:iold Lafayette!" this instructor of our 
forefathers declares that the French spoil everything the! · touch. Even in 
Sweden, "the 1nanncrs and custo1ns of the snperior classes and even of 
the peasants have been so Frenchifiecl (a fatal sympton1 wherever it ap-
pears) that they have been styled the French of the north. It has even 
changed their ccmplexion ( which in northern latitudes is generally fair, 
but is here n1t1ch diYersified), being in s01ne provinces extre1nely brown." 
The N etherlancls are open to the san1e censure, for the J oyeuse Entree 
was the n1ag-na charta of the ~ ether lands; a constitutional bond of na-
tional privileges which the inhabitants foolishly exchanged for French 
fraternity .. , .. The 111anners and custon1s of the ~ ether lands partake of 
those of their neighbors. the Dutch and French. but principally of the 
latter, which, together ·with the con1111on use of the French language, 
paved the way for their subjugation.'' 
And I-Iolland is even \\·orse. for although extre1ne cleanliness is ob-
servable in both houses and streets, yet ''the people are of a phlegmatic 
te1nperament ;'' and "their courage at sea is rather obstinacy than ardour;'' 
·'the infatuation of loving n1oney, not as a 1neans, but as an end, is para-
n1ount in the tnind of ahnost even· l)ntchn1an. whatever 1nay be his other , . 
disposition and qualities; the addiction to it is fervent. inveterate and 
universal frorn youth to the feeblest old age." Possibly he would attribute 
all this to the fact that her political relations are ''co111pletely in1n1erged 
in those of France; she is forced to contribute to her own btnniliation 
and the aggrandizen1ent of her enemies." 
Russia is warned that instead of acquiring so n1t1ch territory and mak-
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ing of Den1nark and ~weclen sul>ject allies, her force "would be 111ore 
usefully en1ployed against the ambitious stride of France. Their manners 
and custo1ns fo1'111 a curious junction of European and .\siatic n1anners, 
n1any of their cere111onies partake o( .\siatic splendour; its great are fond 
of dwarfs; and smne opulent ladies maintain female tellers of tales, whose 
occupation is to lull their n1i~tresses asleep by stories resen1bling those 
of the . \rabian nights." 
'fhe Austrians are classed as ··cold but ciyil, the won1en elegant, but 
deYoid of 1nental accomplishn1ents. The youth of rank are con11nonly 
ignorant and. of course, haughty. . \n . \ ustrian noblen1an or gentle111an is 
never seen to read. and hence polite literature is aln1ost unknown and 
nncultiYated." 
()n the other hand. the ~panish character is highly respectable for 
integrity·and a long train of \·irtues. "'Conscious of an upright and noble 
1nind. the respect which a Sp2niar<l would pay to those qualities in others, 
is ofter1 centered in hitnself and he is inti1natelr sensible that he possesses 
then1. This self-respect is nearly allied to parade: but it is the p:·rade of 
virtue. \\·hich certainly ought not to hun1ble itself beiorc \"ice and iolly." 
Then follo-ws a nice little piece of ::ophistry: "The a111usen1ents of people 
of rank consist chieAy in dancing and cards; but the combats with bulls 
in the a111phitheatres haYe just!~· been regarded as the 111ost striking feature 
of Spanish and Portt1gese 1nanners. That such spectacles tend to famil-
iarize the people with bloodshed. see1ns an idle theory, Ul1\Yarranted by 
facts. :.\Iodern Italy has no gladiator,;, but nu1nerous assassins. .\ncient 
Ron1e bad scarcely one assassin, hut \\ hole ann ies of gladiators .. , 
1'he Prussians arc spoken of a;; "dull and gloo1ny." ()ne wonders 
what was the source of the author's infon11ation as he stated that ·'the 
state of education in this c-ountry see111s to be equally neglected as in the 
far greater part of Europe. l,oenigsburg and Frankfort are the only 
uniYersities n1entionccl. Bnt no one la1nents the lack of infornlation on 
this subject n1ore than he. In n1ore than one place he repeats "the silence 
of travellers and geographers concerning the ,nodes of education pur-
sued in different countries has been n1orc than once regretted in this 
work." 
1\sia is treated in the same detail, c-vcn to the Durn1an Empire. Sia.111, 
i\Ialaga and ·11indostan: of the Chinese, he speaks as "a people in the 
highest state of civilization, their n1anners and cnsto111s 1night require 
a 1ong description : the li1nits of this work will only a<l1nit a few hints. 
In the seaports there is an appearance o{ fraud and dishonesty; but it 
is to be supposed that this is not the general character. The indolence 
of the upper classes, ~rho are e,·en "fed by their servants" is one defect, 
and the "exposition of infants.'' "On the other hand. the character of the 
Chinese is mild and tranquil, and uni\·ersal affability is very rarely inter-
rupted by the slightest tincture of harshness or passion. * * * i\1ar-
riages are conducted solely by the \Yill of the parents. and polygamy is 
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allowed. '~ ,:, * The dress is long with large sleeves and a flowing 
girdle. The head is covered ,\'ith a sn1all hat in the forn1 of a funnel, 
but this varies a1nongst the superior clr,sses, whose rank is distinguished 
by a large bead on the top, diversified in color according to the quality." 
l.,'nlike Prussia, "the schools of education are nun1erous, but the children 
of the poor are chieAy taught to follow the business of their fathers." 
"1. The six virtues are prudence, piety. wisdon1, equity, fidelity, con-
cord. 2. The six laudable actions, to "·it, obedience to parents, love to 
brothers, hannony with relations, affection for neighbors. sincerity with 
friends and n1ercy with regard to the poor and unhappy. 3. The six 
essential points of knowledge, that of religious rites, n1usic, archery, 
horsemanship, writing and accounts. Such a plan see1ns well calculated 
to n1ake good citizens." 
The Japanese '·are supposed to be free fron1 the mean tricks of the 
111aritime Chinese." "They are active, well n1ade, free and easy in their 
1nanners, with stout limbs. although their strength is not to be compared 
to that of the northern inhabitants of Europe.'' ··In the sciences and 
literature the Japanese yield to few of the oriental nations. This sensible 
people study housekeeping or domestic econon1y as an indispensable 
science; and next to this every Japanese is versed in the history of his 
country. ,:, * * Some of their arts and n1anufactures even surpass 
those of Europe." 
·'There are n1any schools in which the children are taught to read and 
write: their education being accon1plishecl without the degradation of 
personal chastisen1ent, while courage is instilled by the repetition of songs 
in praise of deceased heroes." 
>Jo intin1ation is given of the age at ,Yhich this little book should be 
taught to children. But. in spite of its antiquarian interest to an adult 
mind, it must haYe been sorry work for a gra1n1nar-grade child-only by 
very clever teaching could it have been 1nade into anything more than a 
task for the n1en1ory. 
However, the in1pression left with the reader is the extreme English 
Tory trend of the writer which colors his scanty knowledge on every page. 
The effect of teaching such a book 111ust have been to augment provin-
sialisn1 and an overwhelming sense of the virtues of the English and 
American nations. This is his contention: "The political i1nportance and 
relations of Great Britain n1ay be said to be diffused over the \\•orld; for 
,vherever money inAuences n1an, there may her power be perceived. She 
can afford the 111ost effectual aid to her allies. or inflict the greatest injury 
on her enemies, by n1eans of her n1oney, and her pecuniary resources, of 
any power in Europe. Her principal con11nercial relation is with the 
United States of A.merica; and the interest of the two countries is con-
nected by so many strong ties that nothing but extreme folly can interrupt 
their harn1ony and n1utual good offices: closely united, they might not 
only secure their own peace, but promote the tranquility of Europe . * * * 
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1-Ier (England's) principal and n,ost fonnidable ene1ny is France, against 
which she cannot exercise too n1uch vigilance-not only as her own 
implacable foe, but as the enen1y of all the nations of Europe that refuse 
to sub1nit to her dictation and to co-operate with her in annihilating the 
British En1pire." 
()ur knowledge of geography has been greatly extended since 1805; 
g-radually it has been specialized and differentiated fro1n the numerous 
other subjects covered in this book. But it is difficult to see that our point 
of view has changed as radically. ()ur knowledge has increased by leaps 
and bounds. ()ur syn1pathetic understanding of different races and na-
tional proble111s has not changed perceptibly since 1805. vVhose is the 
fault that a n,orc vigorous atte1npt to attain international syn1pathy has 
not been n1ade? the geographers', the teachers'. Society's itself? vVhy are 
race differences and antagonisn1s stressed instead of racial si1nilarities 
and con1111on aspirations? 
This is a real proble111 confronting all educators today which cannot 
be met by i1nposing Tory text-books on our schools, nor Tory regulations 
on our teachers- a danger which see1ns only too imminent. If the world 
is ever to be n1ade i1ito a safe place for a den1ocratic government to live. 
it can be accon1plished only by a con1n1on racial syn1pathy an1ong all races 
of n1e11 and the proper e1nphasis in geography teaching is one way to 
bring the goal a little nearer. 1\•Ir. Davies brings con1fort to a 1nodern 
teacher because his little book 111akes apparent the real gain in knowledge 
and the widening of subject tnatter ,vhich has been made since 1805. 
He brings a challenge to all o-f us in the realization that our ideals have 
not kept pace with the hroadened text nor have they functioned in the life 
of the nation as they should. And \vhen have teachers failed to n1eet a 
challenge? 
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THE APPARENT CONFLICT BETWEEN SCIENCE AND CHRISTIAN 
FAITH. 
By E. Albert Cook, Ph. D., 
Professor of Systematic Theology, Howard University. 
MANY contradi~t~ry be!iefs ha,·e be;_n _held and taught u'.1der the na111e of Christian faith, even the ·faith once for all delivered to 
the saints." \\'e need no science. unless that of logic, to see that these 
cannot all be true. Any defense of Christian faith 111ust. then, be a defense 
of son1e fonnulation of Christian faith., and not of all to which that nan1c 
has been given. \Ve n1ay assume further that not all which has been held 
as Christian faith is of equal i111portance and value. So1ne outworks of 
lhe Christianity of the past 111ay today be abandoned without endangering 
the citadel. 
\ \' ith011t <liscnssing- whether or not they be defensible. we ,nay n1ention 
'.l!' illus!rat ions s0111e positions which haYe in the past been held by Chris-
tian forces, and which arc subject to the attack of 1nen of science, as 
nnessential to the highest forn1 of Christianity. If anyone still holds 
then,, he may co1nfort hin1self when under fire by saying : "If I an1 com-
pelled to abandon these positions I am not therefore con1pelled to abandon 
Christianity-that is still safe, so far as these attacks are concerned.' ' 
Son1e years ago I was talking with a fellow student about being or 
becoming a Christian. and he said that he had difficulty in belieYing in a 
personal devil. Vve shall be co111paratiYcly safe today in saying that the 
devil is not essential to Christianity, nor belief in hin1 a condition of 
salvation. The people of the tin1e of Jesus, like 111any n1illions of people 
in Asia and Africa today, belie,,ed that n1ost if not all sickness and 
calan1ity vvas caused by den1ons of Yarious sorts and sizes. fron1 the big 
chief Beelzebub or Satan do,,·n to the little ones, so sn,all that a legion of 
then, n1ight dwell in the body of one poor lunatic. The science of today 
calls the devils that cause n1ost of our diseases Bacteria. and shows then, 
to you under the n1icroscope. Their habits arc con1ing to be so well 
known, and the n1eans of snccC:'ssfully con1bating their activities, that we 
have lost son1e of our earlier fear of then, and have largely changed our 
1nethods of exorcism. Dut it n1ay be just as truly a Christian \\'Ork to 
cast out bacteria as to cast 01.1t 'deYils under the old 11an1e and in the old 
guise. Den1ons of other trades and professions are also better under-
stood and controlled no,"'·· and usually under other na1nes. We need not 
regret the nan1e nor the ideas associated with it. if we know better how 
to prevent or heal the evils. 
Again, ·we need not be surprised if we find religious truth taught in 
our sacred scriptures in the words and forms that belong to pre-scientific 
tin1es, since they were ,vritten in pre-scientific times, and those were the 
34 
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only ,vords and fon11s available at that time. and the only words and 
forn1s that \\'Ould ha,·e been understood then. If anyone thinks that 
science contradicts the 11ible. he ,nay ask hin1self whether the conflict is 
111ainly with the fundan1ental principles of faith taught in the Bible or 
only with the setting in ,rhich those principles are found. lf the living 
body of faith is safe, "·e 1nay look on with equanin1ity while the ene1ny 
riddles its old clothes v,ith bullets, even if his action be not courteous. 
Once more, it is probably not essential to Christianity to believe in 
1nagic. to believe, that is, that that there are occasionally, or have been 
in the past, events which resulted fro111 no regular causative process, but 
which were suddenly there, as the result of the untnediated will of some 
spirit, cli,·inc or otherwise. Our faith in God's activity need not depend 
on our ignorance of any process through which his will is accomplished. 
T f we have reason to believe that a divine spirit originates or controls 
the process then surely \Ye have not lost God, even if -...ve understand some-
what of his ways of doing things. 
,Vith these illustrations of so111e ele111ents of the Christian faith of the 
past, which are n1ore or less open to the attacks of science, but which 
n1a>· be safely abandoned without i111perilling the life of Christianity, we 
n1ay consider very briefly in ·what that life consists. 
EssE~TL\L TO CHRISTI.\NTTY. 
Christianity believes in one God supremely revealed in the n1an Jesus. 
That is. the Christian holds that the processes of the universe are under 
the control of one conscious being. who is gradually -...vorking out his 
purposes in it. and that those purposes are expressed in the life of Jesus 
and in the word lo1:c. ,ve. as Christians. believe that God, the Spirit 
of the uniYerse, loYes all 1nen, desires their highest welfare. and uses the 
resources of the ,vorld to bring it about. in so far as men will permit Him. 
\Ve believe. therefore, in salvation, the attainn1ent of the highest good, 
the fullest life. through harn1ony ,,·ith God thus revealed in Jesus, and 
"·e believe that the life so attainable through God's po,Yer is a growing 
life. that is not interrupted by the death of the body. 
Suppose we should find that science could not contradict this faith in a 
1nighty. Joying God ,vho offered to 1nen infinite life, n1ight we n9t say 
that Christian faith is safe, so far as science is concerned? Let us then 
ask ~,hat science does hold about the universe and man's life in it? 
So:.rr~ :-\x10::-1s .\ND CONCLUSIONS OF ScntNCE. 
The science of today assun1es what it regards as sufficiently de1non-
stratecl by the science of the past; that this uniYerse is one of law; that all 
events result fro111 regular processes, n1any of "·hich can be described; 
that whenever a gh·en process occurs. the appropriate event follows. 
These la,Ys. or the regularity of these processes, is universal, not limited 
to any place or tin1e. For exan1ple, what are known as the laws of n1at-
ter, the Jaw· of gravity, the laws of 111echanics, cl:e1nistry, vibration and 
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so on, apply to all n1atter, liYing or inert, in Palestine or in Illinois, in the 
sky or on earth . The n1atter which exists n1akes up a uniYerse. a unity, 
because it is all controlled by the forces indicated by these laws. 
A second fact to note is that science has within the last half century 
co1ne to the conclusion that this earth, at any rate, is the scene of pro-, . 
gress, fron1 enert n1atter to matter infused with life, and fro1n simple 
living forn1s to con1plex Ii ving forn1s with n1ore and greater powers than 
the simple fonns have. Hu1nan life is the latest and highest fonn of life 
expressed in n1atter. of which science knows. Looking hack,Yard fron1 
hun1an life, the line of growth is found to be continuous, so that the la,vs 
of the sin1plest forms of life persist in its highest fonns, showing again 
the world of life to be in an i1nportant sense a unity-a living universe. 
Science holds again that at a certain point in the developn1ent of life. 
consciousness appears, sho,Ying itself first in the power to perceive one's 
condition and environ111ent-to see or hear or in other ways sense one's 
surroundings. and in son1e rude way make use of the acquaintance with 
the surroundings thus gained, in appropriate action. Further along a 
1nore complex power of comparing one experience with another, and 
hence of foreseeing and preparing for future experiences. the power 
of reason is developed. The faculty of reason belongs n1ainly to the 
human species, and as it reaches its greatest power it learns that a cer-
tain kind of action on the part of indiYiduals tends n1ost strongly to 
promote the fullest de\.·elop1nent of the life of all htunanity, and that a 
certain emotion, naturally accon1panying such action is one which is 
indispensable to the prosperity and progress of n1ankincl. The kind of 
action which has been found to be thus of supren1e value to hu111anity 
is just the kind that seeks to pro1note the welfare of all hun1an beings, 
and the emotion, indispensable to hun1an life and progress, which accom-
panies it, we call love. One 1night have thought that these principles were 
so self-evident that when man first began to reason. he would have realized 
their truth, and yet, on the contrary, we find that their truth is not at all 
generally adn1itted even today. And yet nothing can be clearer in the 
science of human progress, if there be any such science, than that n1en 
have prospered in the degree that they have learned to be loyal to each 
other, to cooperate for the comn1on good. and that the only hope of order, 
peace and prosperity in the 'A'Orld today is that n1en of all nations ,vill 
co1ne in increasing numbers and with gro\ving power to seek the welfare 
of all nations and all n1e11. The fundan1ental la,v of hun1an life, then, is 
the law of love. The force, in other words, which n1akes possible human 
life and progress is the force of love, expressing itself in loving action. 
SUM;\,fARY OF THE SClENT[FIC \T1E\\I OF THE WORLD. 
If we understand the positions of science correctly, it teaches, first. 
that we live in a real nniverse, that the ,vorld is one, from top to botton1 
-·or, as the scientist seen1s generally to prefer, fron1 bottom to top. \Ve 
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live, not in a chaos but a cosn10s, .vith one continuous order and systen1 
of la,vs persisting throughout. Science, then, holds to the existence of 
,)ne force or co,nbination of forces n1anifested in the universe, and can 
scarcely object if we choose to call that force by the name God. 
Science shows, secondly, that a possible and increasingly effective con-
trol of the force or combination of forces of the universe is exercised by 
the reason or n1ind of man. That this force, then, may be and to some 
extent, at least, is controlled by reason-by consciousness which has 
power to con1pare one fact or process with another, and to initiate and 
1nodify the processes of nature. Science holds, moreover, that even be-
fore there ,vas any manifestation of human reason, before there was any 
hun1anity. the forces of nature were at work producing humanity, and 
1nay, therefore, have been operating under the control of a great reasoning 
consciousness, since the result seen1s to be one "vhich would be appropri-
ate to the operation of such a great universal consciousness. In recent 
tin1es science has usually avoided the exa,nination of purposes, but its 
neglect or failure in this respect can certainly not destroy theh reality 
or their significance. The greater science of the future may perhaps 
return with new power and zest to the study of purposes, but at least the 
science of today has no grounds £or excluding purpose from the larger 
processes of the universe, any more than it can deny the existence of 
individual, group, national and universal human purposes. In the uni-
Yerse which science kno,vs, consciousness, reason and purpose are in their 
nature supreme over the other forces of the ,vorld, and it may be that 
consciousness, reason and purpose are actt1ally in control of all the forces 
of nature. The central force of the universe, which the Christian calls 
God, n1anifests consciousness, reason and purpose, then, in the higher 
forn1s of visible life, and perhaps, ii£ vve could understand it, in 1111 forms 
not only of life but of existence or reality. 
Finally, science shows that the highest law Gf reason and purpose, as 
seen where reason and purpose are open to our exan1ination, na1nely, in 
human life, is the law of loving action, of the effort by each individt1al 
to pron1ote the welfare of all others. The highest fonn of consciot1sness 
knov.,n to science is therefore lov·ing 'will. Loving will is the r.onclition of 
life, in human beings. In so far as it is present-in so far as 1nen yield 
to it-they prosper. If it were entirely absent, humanity would be quickly 
destroyed. The processes which have been at work in the universe for 
millions of years have produced man as the climax of the development 
of visible creatures, reason as the power primarily distinguishing man 
from his inferiors, and love as the supreme law of man's life. It would 
seem not unreasonable to hold that a loving will had been 'lctive in this 
wl1ole process. since that \vou'id give the most complete possible explana-
tion of it. in terms of the forces ,vhich science knows and studies. 
Science. so far fron1 contradicting the funda1nental Christian faith in a 
Iovino- Goel, furnishes 111uch evidence in support of that faith. Science 
0 
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n1ay be the enemy of s0111e beliefs which have been associated with 
Christianity in the past (but if we ab;;.ndon then1 we find ;,;e have lost 
nothing of value) ; it furnishes so1ne of the best an1munition with which 
to defend the central principles of Christian faith, those whi ·~h have been 
powerful for good in the past and appear to be n1ore valuable than ever 
today. And that suggests an argu111ent of science for the truth of Chris-
tianity, with which we n1ay conclude this study. 
Hov,ever we n1ay account for the origin of any organ o-f hving beings, 
science asserts that its continued existence depends on its usefulness-its 
adaptation to its environn1ent. The lungs exist for hun1ar. beings be-
cause there is air to breathe, and breathing air purifies the blood and is 
indispensable to the continuance of life. The heart exists be,·ause there 
is blood which 11111st circulate through the body, to give and renew the 
stren'.;th of its various parts. (;oyernn1ents hav e existed a,nong 111en 
fro1n the earliest titne of \\'hich \\'e have any knowledge, ar1d a·e perhaps 
1norc romplex and itnportant to hu1nanity now than C\'er befo1·e, because 
they I aYe to clo with the real exigencies of life, and meet real needs of 
1ne11. .\1;cl thus re•i~icn, wh:ch ~:ppc<.!r., to he as old as hun1a I Ii fe, has 
rersisted a1,· ong n·c· , because it had to do with re1l objects anti n1et real 
n~e<'s of n:c n. .-\nct as tl:e level hun1an life h:ts risen. relig-ior has been 
imi r"Y ·d ,nd pnrificcl. par: rassu, until finally the 1nost satisfa tory \\'ay 
".1 i h nn..., has <li··::r>vcr::d to ; clapt hin1sclf tD the nni,·er-,c in 1\'hich he 
1;,<•s ba, · ccn frm ~cl to l·e the '"ay irdicated in the highest Chri;:.1an faith. 
c· c;r re 1-olds that that thenrr ,, hich enables a n1an to handle hi. cnvir:1n-
t"e11t r r ;•c\a·it hini,el f to it 1nost s11ccessfulh· is b\' that fact sh.,wn to be . , 
trne. If n1_,. theory of tree life cnablec; n1e to gro\\· trees and get the 
results \\'l·ich T des:rc fron1 th::111. it 1nust be true. or at least p..irtly true. 
;,nd 111 '' re truth wquld only enable nie to haYc fuller suctess ,vith trees. 
~o"·· n1an's greatest success \\'ith the uniYerse-, \'ith his life as a \\'hole-, 
co111es, beyond doubt, when he holds this uni,·erse to be under the control 
of a great loving consciousness. to whom he 111ay speak, \\'ith ,\'110111 he 
n1ay con1e into hannony. who will give hin1 fullnes-:, of life if he will 
receive it. This theory of the universe, then, is sho\\'n to be likewi$e true. 
to the extent. at least. that it thus yields fullness of life. 
Vve do not need to reduce God to the l;nknowable in order to reconcile 
science and religion, as J-.Terbert Spencer thought, sixty years ago. ,v e 
need not try to go back through the in1111ense ages of ti1ne and peer he~ 
hind the prin1eval fire-mist to see if God is there. Rather shall we jud~e 
that the purpose and the character of the basic for<;e which pervades 
all reality is most clearly reYealed in that fon11 \\'hich \\'e recognize today 
as strongest, highest and best-Loving Personality. 
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HOWARD ALUMNI, YOU OUGHT TO KNOW 
HOWARD HALE LONG. 
THE American college has the reputation, -whether well-founded or not, 
of caring more for athletics than for scholarship. The more than modicum of 
truth in this stricture makes for unpleasant reflection. So it is with genuine 
pleasure that one heralds the advent of a scholar. This Fl oward Hale Long 
undoubtedly is . 
.\Jr, Long was born in Virginia, where he did his preparatory work and 
where he was graduated from the academy of Virginia Union University with 
highest honors. His scholastic career at Howard bore out the promise of his 
secondary work. He worked with unflagging interest and both students and 
faculty recognized his scholastic abi lity. T n his senior year he was appointed 
assistant in the physiological laboratory and on graduation was awarded the 
prize for the best English habitually used, whether written o r spoken. 
Howard hale Long 
His extracurriculum activities were no less numerous and of the same high 
standard, He was the tirst winner of the Gregory prize for the best individual 
debater, 1914; he took part in three intercollegiate debates and, in his senior 
year, was coach for the sophomore class and assistant coach for the 'varsity 
team , In his fraternity, his acti,·ity was as great and the recognition ·of his 
ability as decided. He was chosen, in three successive years, national treasurer, 
secretary and president. 
Upon Mr. Long's graduation in 1!Jl5, he went, as the sucn~ssful winner of 
a scholarship, to the graduate school of Clark University. Here his work 
was of the same splendid character and. on the completion of his course, he 
was awarded a Junior Fellowship in Experimental Psychology for merit in 
an experimental investigation of motor control. He was recommended for a 
position at Princeton University, but came to Howard to teach for a year, 
meaning to return to Clark the following year to complete his work for the 
Ph.D. degree. The outbreak of the war. however, put an end to his plans. 
39 
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Instead of Clark University and the paths of peace, ;\Jr. Long went to the 
Officers' Training Camp at DesMoines. Instead of receiving a Ph.D. degree, 
he became a First Lieutenant in the United States Army. During eight months 
of the war, while serving in the United States, he instructed in army infantry 
warfare; during the remainder of the time, which was spent overseas, as bat-
talion gas officer, he instructed in gas warfaro during the great Meuse-Argonne 
offensive. His condl1ct under fire was such that he was recommended for a 
captaincy; and had not hostilities ceased, his design for a gas mask for Negro 
soldiers, which offset certain d:fficulties in connection with nose fits. would 
have been accepted. 
Since the armistice, 1-lr. Long has been engaged in educational work. One 
summer he spent as special supervisor of primary instruction in a large num-
ber of summer schools in the south under the National Security League. 
During the past summer. he was special lecturer at the Negro A. and T. 
summer school at Greensboro, N. C., and during the academic year has been 
and is the very efficient dean of Paine College, Augusta, Ga. 
This is a record to be proud of and Howard l'niversity is ~lad to recognize 
an alumnus who has proved himself an efficient administrator as well as a 
scholar, one who is effective in war as well as in peace, and one who stands 
always for the highest personal and scholastic ideals. 
TO THE ALUMNI. 
AGAIN the Record is appealing to all of the members of our great iamily 
for information concerning themselves so that with each issue may appear a 
live, up-to-date set of notes which should make interesting reading to every 
loyal son and daughter of Alma Mater. For obvious reasons it is impossible 
for tc;, accomplish this end without the prompt and continued coopeTation 
of the individual alumni scattered about the world. The Record will be mailed 
to every alumnus whom we can reach. You can help us, therefore, by sending 
the names and addresses of the alumni in your vicinity so that they can be 
placed on our mailing list. _______ , 
ALUMNI NOTES. 
'14 Miss Eva Dykes, who received her :M:aster's degree in English in 1\l18, 
and since that time has been doing graduate work at Radcliffe College, has 
recently been appointed to the Department of English at Dunbar High 
School, Washington, D. C. 
'15 1-iiss Gladys Toliver has accepted a position as instructor in :Mathe-
matics at Dunbar High School, \Vashington. D. C. 
'15 Misses Gladys Fearing, Madeline Shephard, and Ruth \,\'eatherless have 
all received appointments as instructors in English at Dunbar High 
School, Washington, D. C. 
'16 Mr. Horace \Vallace has been appointed ·Military Instructor at Dunbar 
High School, \Vashington, D. C. 
'16 :Mr. Stewart Cooper is teaching Physics at Tuskegee T nstitute, Alaban1a. 
'16 Mr. John Love has entered the Howard University Law School. 
"J6 Mr. Harold Cunningham is in the real estate business in Atlanta, Ga. 
'16 lvfiss Edith Brinkley has been appointed teacher of English at Arm-
strong Manual Training High School. \1/ashington, D. C. 
·17 Misses Mary Hundley and E. Brown have accepted positions as 111-
str11ctors in .English at Dunbar High School, \Vashington. D. C. 
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'17 Miss Florence M. Dykes, A. B., died Tuesday, October 5th, at the Wash-
ington Sanitarium, Takoma Park, after a comparatively short illness. She 
was a graduate of M Street High School and of Miner Normal School. 
Miss Dykes taught a few years in the South and then came to Howard, 
where she later received her degree with honor. From that time until the 
discontinuance of the Howard University Commercial College in 1919, she 
was a member of its faculty. She then went to Columbia University and 
at the time of her death had nearly met the requirements there for the 
Master's degree. 
Unusual intellectual ability and a sunny disposition had won for her 
many friends, who mourn deeply her untimely end. Funeral services were 
held at the First Seventh Day Adventist Church, Washington, D. C. 
'18 Mr. Charles M. Thompson has left for Chicago, Ill., where he will enter 
Northwestern University to study Dentistry. 
'18 Miss Dorothy Pelham, formerly an assistant instructor in English at 
Howard University, is now teaching English at Junior High School, Wash-
ington, D. C. 
'18 1'Iiss l\1ary Webb, who for some time has been employed in the office 
of Lieutenant J. W. Clifford of the \:Var Risk Bureau, has accepted a posi-
tion as instructor in English at Armstrong Manual Training High School, 
\ll/ashington, D. C. 
'19 1\liss Mabel Thomas is instructor in Latin and General Science in the 
Dunbar High School, Newport News, Va. 
'19 1'Iiss Birneisis Motte is teaching Educational Subjects at Storer College, 
Harper's Ferry, W. Va. 
'l!l :Miss Viola M. Tyler has accepted a position as teacher in the Johnston 
County Training School at Smithfield, N. C. 
'20 Mr. Cleatus Dungeon has accepted a position in the Lincoln High 
School, Wheeling, Vv. Va., as instructor in Latin and English. 
'20 Misses l\1ae Hatchette and Louise Stokes are teaching Botany and 
:English, respectively, at the Virginia • rormal and Industrial Institute, 
Petersburg, Va. 
'20 Mr. Walter F. Byrd has been appointed a member of the faculty of 
Tuskegee Institute, Alabama. 
'20 Miss Jessie E. Motte is instructor in Spanish at Wiley University, 
Marshall, Texas. 
'20 1\,fiss Edna Benton is teaching at her home town, Fort Worth, Tex. 
'20 Iviiss Frances Carpenter and Messrs. Charles Parrish and Prescott Mur-
chison are doing graduate work at Columbia University, New York City. 
'20 Miss Inabel F. Burns has received an "Urban League Fellowship," New 
York College of Social Science. 
'20 Mr. Stanley Douglass has entered the Law School of Fordham Univer· 
sity, New York. 
·20 Mr. Ernest Dyett, who attended summer school at Columbia, has re-
turned to Howard University. 
'20 Miss Jennie L. Dudley has accepted a position as teacher in the Norfolk 
High School, Norfolk, Va. 
'20 Miss Alma Dogan has entered the Howard TJ niversity School of Phar-
macy. 
'20 1\.iiss Ruth Howard is studying at Boston University. 
'20 Miss Helen Lawrence is teaching History in the High School at Nor-
folk, Va. . 
'20 Miss Florence 1\,1 urray is teaching in Alexandria, Va. 
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The Board of Trustees ol'ticially announces the gift from the General Educa-
tion Board of $250,000, provided the University will raise a like sum for the 
endowment of the :l\ledical School. Practically $10,000 of this amount has 
already been pledged. 
President Durkee received the honorary degree of D. D. fro1n his Alma 
l'Jlater, Bates College, Lewiston, i\l!aine, at its last commencement. This com-
mencement ·marked the inauguration of the third president of the college, Dr. 
Clifton D. Grey. An1ong those who received from Bate honorary degrees 
at the same hour were Gov. Calvin Coolidge of :Massachusetts, degree of 
LL. D.; Margaret Deland, degree of Litt. 0.; Chancellor Jones of the Univer• 
sity of New Brunswick, Canada, degree of LL. D. 
The following members of the faculty are on leave of absence for the year 
and are pursuing graduate studies at several universities: :'.11r. Thomas Wyatt 
Turner. A. ~I., Professor of Applied Biology and Nature Study; i\lliss Martha 
MacLear, A. 111., Associate Professor of Elementary Education; 1'fr. Charles 
Harris \i\/esley, A. 1YL, Associate Professor of History: Mr. George Washington 
Hines, A. B., Assistant Professor of Finance and Business Organization. 
Several changes are noted among the faculty and administrative officers. 
11fr. Dudley vV. \1/oodward, S. 1''1., Profe11sor of i\1Iathen1atics, is now Dean of 
the School of Liberal Arts. The office of Director of the School of Applied 
Science has been raised to the office of Dean of the School of Applied Science; 
hence, 1fr. Harold D. Hatfield, S. B. :WI. E., former Director, is now Dean of 
that school. Mr. St. Elmo Brady, Ph.D., has been appointed Professor of 
Chemistry. The following are recommended to the Executive Board of the 
Trustees of the University: 1ifr. Dwight 0. \V. Holmes, Dean of the School 
of Education; Mr. \iV. Edward ir ouison and i\lir. H. L. Pelham as instructors 
in the Department of Physical Education; :'.llr. Orlando C. Thornton as in-
structor in the School of Commerce and Finance; Mr. Fred D. Wilkinson as 
Registrar. 
The following men are serving as part time instructors in the School of 
Applied Science: 11r. Ernest A. Valade, Professor of Electrical Engineering, 
and Mr. A. J. Scullen, Professor of Civil Engineering, both of the Catholic 
University, Washington, D. C., and '.Mr. John R. Lapham, Professor of Civil 
Engineering, of George Washington University. 
The Congress of the United States, besides increasing the grant to the Uni-
versity to $158,000 for regular salaries and upkeep, has also granted for a 
Don1estic Science building and dining hall, $85,000. 
Authorize Gift to Howard. 
New York, Oct. 5.-Trustees of Columbia University yesterday authorized 
offering as a gift to ]toward University. ,1/ashington, D. C., such selects from 
the duplicate, volumes and other materials in its department of Architecture, 
suitable for the purposes of the Washington U niversity.-The vVashington 
Post, Oct. 6, 1920. 
Dr. St. Elmo Brady. 
Among the new 1nen who have come to the University at the beginning of 
this vear none has a better equipment for large and efficient service than Prof. 
St. Eln1 ~ Brady, Ph.D., the new head of t\:ie Department of Chemistry. He 
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was graduated from Fisk University with the A. B. degree m 1908. While 
at Fisk he took great interest in science work, especially chemistry. He 
began his teaching career at Tuskegee in 1908 as an instructor in Chemistry, 
and at the end of his second year was made head of the Department of Science, 
which position he held until 1913. .Having been granted leave of absence for 
study, Dr. Brady, in 191a, entered the University of Illinois for graduate work. 
The year was so profitably spent that he succeeded in obtaining his :M. A. 
degree in 1914. All of his work for the year was in chemistry. Be was then 
granted a fellowship with a view of securing his Ph. D. degree, which he 
received in June, 1916. His thesis was "The Scale of Influence of Substituents 
in Paraffin Monobasic Acids. The Divalent Oxygen Atom." 
In 1914 he was elected to the Phi Lambda Upsilon, an Honoranr Chemical 
Society, being the first Negro so honored, and in 1915 he was elected to the 
Sigma Chi, an honorary scientific society, one of the very few Negroes to 
whom this honor has come. He is also a member of the American Chemical 
Society. Dr. Brady had the distinction of appearing before the Organic Section 
of the A1nerican Chemical Society at their annual meeting in 1916, presenting 
at that time new methods for the synthesis of certain organic acids. Dr. 
Brady has published some work in abstract which appeared in Science :Maga-
zine, also the "Hydrochloride Method for the Destruction of Alkaloids," in 
collaboration with Dr. Beal of the University of Illinois. He is the author 
of a small chemistry for girls. At present he is interested in the study of 
alkaloids, particularly the alkaloidal mercury compounds. 
Albert I. Cassell. 
~Ir. Albert I. Cassell comes to the Architectural Department as an as· 
sistan't to Prof. Hazel in the preparation of the plans for the new Home 
Economics BuHding. Mr. Cassell has spent three years in the College of 
Architecture of Cornell University when his studies were interrupted by the 
war, in which he served as Lieutenant in the 351st Heavy Field Artillery. 
While at the Officers' Training Camp at Louisville, Ky., he acted as instructor 
in mathematics during his stay in camp, at the end of which time he made 
the highest average in a class of 1300. His standing in his studies at Cornell 
was such that he will probably be granted a Vvar Alumnus Certificate, which 
will entitle him, to g"raduation with the degree of B. Arch. During the past 
year Mr. Cassell held an important position in the Architectural and Engineer-
ing office of Howard J. Wiegner, Bethlehem, Pa. 
The School of Religion. 
The School of Religion opens tbe new school year with a few changes 
worthy of note. On the material side, the office of Dr. S. N. Brown, the 
director of the Extension Department, has been removed from the basen1ent 
~f the Rankin Chapel to No. 300, Main Hall. This room has been divided so 
as to provide space for the office of the clerk of the school between the office 
of the Dean and that of the Director. This change is in the interests of con-
venience and efficiency. 
·We welcome to our teaching force three men who, although giving only 
part time service, will greatly strengthen our work. Rev. Walter A. Morgan, 
A. M., pastor of the Mount Pleasant Congregational Church of this city, will 
g'ive instruction in Systematic Theology. Mr. Morgan is no stranger to us, 
as he gave a course of lectures to the members of the School last year, which 
were very much enjoyed and appreciated. 
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The History of Religions will be taught by the Rev. James D. Buhrer, Ph. D,. 
pastor of the First Reformed Church of Washington for the last sixteen 
years. Dr. Buhrer comes to us out of a wide experience, both as pastor- and 
teacher of theology. Rev. \Villiam 0. Carrington, D. D., for ten years the 
head of the Theological Department of Livingstone College, Salisbury, N. C., 
recently called to the pastorate of the John \Vesley Church of this city, be-
comes one of the instructors in the Evening School. Fortunate, indeed, are 
we in enlisting the services of these men who are so eminently fitted for these 
positions. 
Dr. McLeod Harvey, of the School of Education, is teaching the class in 
Hebrew and Dr. George 0. Little continues to teach the New Testament 
Greek. 
The enrollment is about the same as last year at this time. Including even-
ing classes and correspondence students, 92 men are matriculated. There are 
also 138 other ungraded and unmatriculated students taking one or more 
correspondence courses. 
Dean D. Butler Pratt will represent the University at the installation of 
Rev. James .'-\ .. Beebe, D. D .. as the Dean of the Theoligical Department of 
Boston University on October 26th. 
The fol lowing scholarships and prizes were announced at the last Com-
mencement: First Pomeroy scholarship of $75.00, 1'1r. S. A. L. Norville, class 
of 1922; second Pomeroy Scholarship of $50.00, n1fr. vVilliam S. French of the 
class of 1921: Dodge scholarships of $-l0"00 each, Mr. Richard \V. Rcmbe'rt and 
'Mr. George Roulhac,· both of the class of 1922. · Prizes for excellence in the 
use of English, oral and written; first of $10.00 to 11r. Samuel B. Wallace; 
.second of $5.00 to Mr. J. A. Dames of class 1920. Prize of $10.00 for superior 
work in social service activities, ::--Ir. S. H. \i\/illiams, class of 1920. 
School of Law, 
Bishop John \V. Hamilton addressed a large and appreciable audience 
at the opening of the Law School on the eyening of October 1st, at 7 :30. His 
talk was along practical lines, full of wisdom. insight and sympathy. 
Dr. Durkee was given a rousing greeting as he arose to speak. His message 
was preparation-that is, be ready to take ach·antage of opportunity when it 
presents itself. 
Dr. Scott was also present and made a short talk. 
The many friends and acquaintances of James T. Jones were shocked as 
well as grieved to learn of his sudden death August last, in Chicago, Illinois. 
Mr. Jones graduated from the Law School, class of 1917, with second highest 
scholarship honor, took and passed the District bar soon thereafter, and had 
recently gone to Chicago to enter upon the practice of law, with brilliant 
promises of success. 
Benjamin W. Clayton. Law 1fl18. receiYcd hi~ },t[a!>ter degre(' from Boston 
UniYersity last June. 
Thomas B. D. Dyett and Carl R. Johnson. Class 1920, have entered Boston 
Uni"ersity for the degree of LL. M. ),,fr. Dyett graduated at the head of his 
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class and was awarded the Callaghan Company priz;e, :Mr. \Villiam C. Kitchen 
receiving second honors. 
The following graduates have been admitted to the bar after passing exami-
nations in their respective states: 
John H. Hampton .... ........ ...... .. Class 1!117 
Charles H . ~fason. . .................. '' 1918 




1919 D. C. 
1919 Ohio 
Harry A. Dyson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " 
Webster S. Lyman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " 
Shadrack :Morgan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " 1919 South Carolina 
John D . Redmond . . .. . .. . .. • . .. . .. . . " 





School of Medicine. 
Internes from the class of 1920 who are now in active service in 
Hospit:11: 
Dr. I-L'.ntcr Brooks 
Dr. J. P. Sampson 
Dr. J. T . Granady 
Dr. J. T. Davis 
Dr. G. H. Chuff 
Dr. G. E. Bell 
Dr. Carrie Sutton 
Dr. Bevans 
Dr. Charles Lunsford 
Dt. Sheffield 
Dr. vV. C. Johnson 
D~. P. Hilton. 
Tom Sykes. 
Freedman's 
One of the rare treats of the season came to the student-body during Chapel 
hour on October 13, 1920, when they were privileged to listen to Rev. Tom 
Sykes of Yorkshire, England. :.\fr. Sykes is widely known ~nd is tot1ring the 
country in behalf of the \i\'orld Brotherhood 1foYement--a movement whose 
success has largely been brought aJo.it by the efforts of this great-hearted 
man himself. The key-note of his message was Brotherhood. One of the 
early promoters of the \Vorld Brothe1·hoocl 1vfovernent, 1fr. Sykes is thoroughly 
enthused with its possibilities as a solvent for many of the difficulties and 
problems of the age. )Jo one could listen to him without believing in his 
sincerity; without seeing the great-heartedness of the man; no one could hear 
him and go away unconvinced of the inestimable value of Brotherhood to 
mankind. "The world is in a crisis," said the s peaker, "and distrust and 
jealousy is widespread among t'.:e nations. Before permanent peace. pros-
perity and welfare shall have been atL,:ued for the whole world, selfishness. 
distrust and jealousy must give place to brotherhood." The great problems 
of the clay, the economic, the industrial. the social, and, to an extent, the 
religious, are essentially problems of Brotherhood. Knit the world together 
by friendship and the industrial crisis will disappear; let brotherhood, fra-
ternity and mutual trust exist. and the economic and social problems take care 
of themselves. The World Brotherhood i\fovement is an attempt to unite 
the world into a fraternity which shall recognize the sovereign rights of all 
men before the law and which shall contend for those rights with sincerity and 
good faith. "Into the great circle of Bro·herhood," said the speaker, "now 
being formed throughout the world. it is with gladness that I invite this great 
University and all that it represents, to enter." \Vhen 1Ir. Sykes finished his 
splendid appeal the response of the student-body was so i111mediate and pro-
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longed that there could be no doubt of their appreciation both for the man and 
his message. He carries w.ith him the best wishes of the University for the 
success of the noble task to which he has committed his life. 
A. E. STOWE. 
The Spirit of Howard. 
"Clad in robes of 1uajesty,·• 
Old Howard, we'll sing of thee." 
Howard University, not unlike the other universities of the land, is face to 
face with the conditions which present themselves due to the post-war cover 
for education among colored students. The exacting discipline of army routine, 
plus the wonders of adventure and travel incidental to army life, did much to 
awaken the Negro. Never in the history of Howard has the knock at her 
doors been louder. From all sections of the country-village, town and city 
alike-flows an endless strean1 of youth anxious for knowledge and an under-
standing of the universe in which they live. 
In scope and purpose, Howard University is fast becoming a national insti-
tution. Change in administration results in adoption of modern methods and 
plans favorable toward development and growth. Immediately secondary 
departments were eliminated, in order to appr-0ach the true University and 
to encourage the establishment throughout the country of creditable high 
schools. The various departments once somewhat separate in organization 
are now consolidated. For the sake of cooperation each is responsible to one 
administrator; for the sake of specialization, each is a unit in itself, working 
through its immediate dean for the highest efficiency. New departments have 
been added. Old departments have been stimulated. The standards of world 
universities are in mind. Howard is struggling to be among the best. 
The need of finance is forever the menace of big adventure. Golden is the 
blow that turns fanciful thoughts into stern realities. The problem of the 
University, then, is one of funds for immediate use, and endowment for per-
manent investment. Centrally located in the throes of public life, equally in 
touch with the aggressive spirit of New England and the calm of the con-
servative West, with every advantage for the development of a t rue University 
-Howard faces as her greatest enemy the lack of money and friends who con-
trol and regulate the securities of the world. The work should be known to 
the world; they should know of the vast manpower and opportunity for train-
ing that she offered the country during the World's War. They should know 
that during nine months out of every year. the most representative class of 
colored youth on earth study and strive at this institution of learning. Such 
is the return of all investments. Such is the high purpose of the New Howard 
in developing manhood and womanhood, in rendering service to the race 'and 
the state. H. I. WILSON. 
THE GIBSO:N" CO., I N C. 
\V;\._8JIINGT O N . D . 0 . 
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UNDERGRADUATE LIFE. 
Reception of the Officers and Faculty to the Freshmen. 
The officers and faculty of the University, on the evening of October 9th, 
opened their big arms in welcome to the incoming class of lambs and lamb-
kins, the class which goes down into history as the class of ··2-1." The recep-
tion was held in Spaulding Hall at 8 o clock, and served as a first-class get• 
together as well as a hearty reception. The faculty was well represented. 
There is hardly any need, of course, to say that the Freshman class was wholly 
present. There was an atmosphere of brotherliness prevailing, it see1ned, as 
the several speakers imparted to these new students their words of welcome 
and advice, and, greatest of all, encouragtment. 
President Durkee, Dean 1vliller, Dean \Voodarcl and Dr. Scott were the 
renderers of the most inspiring talks (though the clear little Freshmen seemed 
awed as well as inspired); and they set a hundred heads (freshmen and other-
wise) a-thinking, for each speech had a most definite buoying message. At 
intervals, between the speeches, a splendid musical program was given us. 
Miss :Mary Tho:nas and Mr. Harrison, both of the Conservatory of :Music. 
each sang beaulifully and well. 
On one side of the long hall sat the stately faculty-dignity. Along the other 
side sat the Freshmen-simplicity(?). In and about and everywhere, busying 
themselves with their duties, and perhaps not altogether unimportant, moved 
the various officers of the other c\asses, as they assisted at entertaining. They 
grouped themselves, and together with the yell-leaders sang and yelled in a 
kind of rehearsal for the new students who did not quite know all of the 
school songs. After the refreshments, the entire body of students and faculty 
spent a delightful half hour of chatting and introduction. At the close of the 
evening each Freshman went home feeling all the way to the very marrow of 
his bones that certain gush of pride one experiences when he realizes to the 
full that he is a Howardite. 
OTTIE GRAHAi\I. · 
Address Delivered at Reception to Freshmen Friday, October 8, 1920, by 
Dudley W. Woodard, Dean School of Liberal Arts. 
Mr. President, Members of the Freshman Class, Ladies and Gentlemen: 
You have listened to a \'ivid portrayal of the opportunities offered you at 
Howard University. Now you must realize that opportunities imply respon-
sibility, and responsibility, the possibility of failure. 
The mortality-that is, the rate of failure-among freshmen has long con-
stituted an object of study among educational authorities. Statistics would 
not be interesting and might be discouraging. 
It is not my purpose to discuss the sources of failure that inhere in the 
educational system. hut rather to mention a few that are more or less under 
the control of the freshmen themselves ~.ncl are particularly applicable to you 
whom we have assembled to welcome this evening. 
With students entering an institution of the size and character of Howard. 
the central problem is one of adjustment-adjustment to new educational 
standards and processes, adjustment to a hroader and freer social atmosphere. 
and adjustment to the changes incident upon the passage from the relative 
immaturity of youth to the responsibilities of dawning manhood and woman-
48 
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hood. Difficulties arise from the fact that these several adjustments must be 
made simultaneously. 
To be helpful we must be frank. 
You have come from many different institutions with a variety of standards. 
Educational facilities an1ong our people leave much to be desired. This is not 
your fault; yet it is a fact with which you must reckon. It is unfortunately true 
that members of our entering classes present such varying degrees of prepara-
tion for work. On the other hand, the standardization of our curriculum pre-
supposes a course of training modern and thorough. Inadequate preparation 
on the part of some of you may make necessary an unusual effort in order 
to satisfy the requirements of your collegiate work. This is not a fact over 
which you should be discouraged. It is simply a part of the heritage that has 
come to you along with many other undesirable conditions which you have 
met and ·which you meet with courage and steadfastness all of your life. Even 
when adequately prepared, there is stil1 to be reckoned the sharp distinction 
between the work of the secondary school and the college not only in the 
quantity and quality of this work, but in the methods of instruction and the 
very atmosphere of the class-room. Here we have, to a degree with which 
you are presumably not acquainted, a deepening of vision, a searching for cause 
and the developments of habits of inquiry and independent thought. You 
must, above all things, assume toward your new work such a receptive attitude 
that it will be possible for you in a relatively short time to adjust yourselves 
to these new demands. It is well that you should realize at the beginning that 
very much more must be accomplished in each hour of recitation in college 
than in the high school. The standard definition requires for each hour of 
recitation or lecture two hours of preparation. For a student of average ability 
carrying normal work this means that six hours of conscientious study must 
be devoted to assignments in order adequately to prepare for the work of each 
day. Such a requirement means the devising of a program of daily activities 
which shall make sacred the time to be devoted to study. I cannot over-
emphasize the necessity of such an arrangement, for it is to the lack of a 
proper regard for this requirement that must be attributed a large proportion 
of the failures of freshmen. The extent to which you fulfill the requirements 
of your course of study is not only a fundamental, but the most obvious meas-
ure of your success as a college student. 
The suddenness of the transition from the restrictive regulations of the home 
and the kindly helpful influences that have guarded the more tender years to 
the freedom of a large modern institution set among metropolitan surround-
ings frequently proves too much for the poise of many freshmen and leads not 
only to class-room failure, but to what is much worse-general demoralization. 
It will be to the enduring advantage of every freshman to spend an occasional 
hour in casting up accounts and making sure that the contacts formed i'n this 
new environment are such as promote a healthy moral development. Connect 
yourself with the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C. A. and the other organizations 
whose purpose it is to foster the best ideals of true college life. 
It were well to distinguish between manliness and mannishness, to cling 
to the simple teachings of the home than to pretend to the sophistication of 
the man and woman of the world. It is a sad thing to see the dislocation of 
a sense of proper values which often afflicts young men and women recently 
freed from the counsel and guiding influences of . the home life. It is easy 
but exceedingly dangerous to think that, because you are not observed by 
those who know you, that you are free to form habits and indulge in practices 
contrary to your previous training and revolting to your conscience. Freshmen 
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failures traceable to such conditions are of a more fundamental importance 
than those which are due to mere inability to succeed in academic work. They 
cripple for life. 
College friendships ought to be of the quality that afford life-long satisfac-
tion. Many college men and women must thank their ill-chosen friends for 
their lack of success in the pursuit of an education. Your freshman affiliations 
will doubtless set the level of your whole college career. Choose your friends 
carefully. J n a large institution like Howard unfortunately there will always 
be some undesirable students. They will not make good friends for you. 
In a coeducational school there is a lways the danger that the social instinct 
will be overdeveloped. Association, well regulated, between the sexes at your 
age is both desirable and natural. But, my dear young friends, it is presumed 
that you came or were sent to Howard for certain definite purposes and the 
association with persons of the opposite sex should and must have a distinctly 
subordinate place in your scheme of life at this institution. It certainly is not 
necessary to take your social affairs so seriously as to allow them to prevent 
your giving your best efforts to the work of your choice. The liberal regula-
tions of this institution and its situation in a large city with many social attrac-
tions n1ake an admonition in this connection of some importance. 
I have mentioned this and other facts because it is desirable that you should 
look at college success in a large way. Simply to be able to say that you 
have passed your courses, that you have caused the authorities no anxiety as 
to conduct will not be sufficient to allow you to classify yourself as a successful 
freshman student. To the extent t!hat you have neglected to give the best of 
your time and energy and will to your academic work, to the extent that you 
have not embraced the many opportunities offered for development and for 
qualifying as a true Howard man or woman-it is to this extent, I affirm 
most emphatically, that you have fai led. 
Finally, I would say, as you have doubtless been so often told, that success 
is largely a 1natter of mental attitude. If you believe in yourselves, if you are 
willing to work, if you can be made to realize that we of the faculty are willing, 
even anxious, to help you to the limit of our ability and strength, success pre-
sents no very serious problem. 
Success costs something. Are you willing to pay the price? That is the 
supreme question. 
The Forum. 
The Forum held its first regular meeting on Thursday, October 7th. After 
the wonderful work accomplished last year, there is no doubt of the need of 
its existence. Within less than three months of its active life at the University 
the Forum staged a debate unrivalled in its success and unparalleled in merit. 
It has made a good beginning by being the first club to start work for the 
year. The old members returned full of enthusiasm and plans for the year. 
The first work on hand is a very active campaign for membership, headed by 
Georgia R. vVashington,- Margaret C. Smith, Charlotte Knight and Lucile 
Turner as respecth·e class leaders. With these plans in view, the Forum bids 
fa ir to have a full membership. The opportunities in this club are unparalleled. 
There is no other club at Howard exclusively for woman; there is no other 
club that offers such fine opportunities for oratorical and rhetorical advance-
ment; and, finally, there is no way of securing these opportunities except by 
being a member of the Forum. It is the duty of every woman at Howard 
to prepare herself for life, the new life opened to women; and the Forum was 
brought to Howard for this purpose. 
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Campus Notes. 
It has been the policy of the University in former years to bring before the 
student body 1nen and women of standing. The first visitors of the year were 
presented at the chapel exercises on :Monday, October 11. They were two 
young wom.en from the western part of Africa. The educational standing, 
as well as the native customs of these women, served to create interest among 
the students. The subject of their ten-minute speeches was the need that 
Africa has for clean and able-bodied college graduates. The one point that 
both seemed to stress was the fact that, in aiding Africa, the able-bodied col-
lege men and won1en would also aid themselves. The speeches were very 
interesting and started all to thinking of the opportunities that the future 
holds. 
The Senior Class. 
The Senior class has started upon its last round of work. They are planning 
a big schedule, and, with all members of the class working hard, they expect to 
make the record of ·21 stand out in the history of Old Howard. 
The Junior Class. 
The Juniors have already organized and started to work. They seem to 
realize that they must begin now to prepare for their senior year in order 
that they might not fall behind the record of '21. 
The Sophomore Class. 
A great many of the Sophomores have returned this year. They are full 
of vigor and are making all kinds of plans to keep their previous record going. 
The Freshman Class. 
Every year the University adds to its family a large number of boys and 
girls who are fresh from high school. As they arc still on probation, we would 
rather wait and tell you about them later. 
OLD FRIENDS AND NEW. 
By John A. Martin, '21. 
Again we gather within the walls of our foster mother, to imbibe these 
draughts of mental stimulus which, when digested and assimilated by that 
mysterious machine situated beneath the caps and Stetsons, are supposed to 
equip the ordinary n1ortal to face the many predica1nents which life has iu 
store for us. And so we greet each other, at least those of us who must still 
peruse the musty tomes, and wonder what our standing will be. And with 
the faces of those familiar to us will come many who walk the halls of our 
beloved institution for the first time. Vl/e wish them the welcome that they 
deserve, for if their purpose is a right and true one, the warmth of the wel-
come will burst into flame, but if their an1bitions arc but those of the mortal 
who would be satisfied with a "skin of his teeth" education, it might be hard 
to bring the dying embers into even a spark. But a story we came across 
the other day will give us all enough n:ioralizing to last for a day or two, at 
l · l'k h. "O t' * * * least. The story runs somet ung 1 e t 1s: nee upon a 1me, so we 
read in 1110s t veritable bird history, * * * the feathered tribes sent a depu-
tation to their exalted neighbor, the magpie, humbly requesting his highness 
to give them a few lessons in the art and science of building. Having just 
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dined most luxuriously and being, therefore, in an excellent humor, feeling, 
moreover, a little proud of the attention shown him-for to whose stature does 
not a little deputation add at least a cubit?-Sir Pie replied that he would be 
only too glad to place his gifts, in the architectural line, at the service of his 
friends, whose homeless condition he had often deplored. The annals of the 
woodlands state that the hour at length arrived when representatives from all 
the tribes assembled at the trysting tree to take their first lesson. "First," 
said the noble teacher, "you must take two sticks-thus-and Jay one across 
the other-; so: and then-," but before he could proceed, a blackbird on a near 
bough twittered out, "We knew that before." With a look that ought to have 
annihilated his sable brother, Sir Pie continued: "And then you must be pre-
pared with fibres and moss wherewith to bind the sticks together and to the 
bough on which you have placed them-in this way." Hereupon there was a 
vast chirruping all round. The birds wagged their tails and nodded their heads 
knowingly to each other and said: "vVe knew all that before." As .soon as 
silence was restored the august teacher continued, but only to be assured at 
each step that all he showed them was known before. Rendered at last indig-
nant by these repeated interruptions, the honorable baronet angrily exclaimed: 
"Well, then, if you knew it all before, why did you send for me?" Hereupon 
he took his departure in high dudgeon, advising them as he went to finish the 
house which he had only half built. This they wen: unable to do, "and that," 
says the chronicler, "is the reason why, to this day, Sir Pie lives in a ceiled 
house, while his neighbors' dwellings are open to the sky." 
How all good stories of the old-fashioned order finish with a moral. And 
if, in this case, the moral is longer than the story, the fault is his who recorded 
the history. What right had he to write a parable so pregnant with instruction 
and practical uses? Our moral is this: 'I/Ile are all building for a lifetime and 
are anxious to build well. V,,I e know a little of our craft as builders, but 
we do not know it all. To make sure work, as we proceed during this new 
school year, we propose to call to our aid the wisdom and experience of master 
builders. We want their advice as to the site we should chose, the materials we 
should select, and the best methods of combining them. We want our edifice 
to be, when finished, one harmonious whole, such as we can contemplate with 
satisfaction. Entering on this new year, we will not, therefore, despise the 
things we knew before, but use them as so much vantage ground for the 
future. That is how the world has advanced in knowledge and civilization. 
Each today has used the knowledge of yesterday as the standing-points for 
tomorrow's achievements. It is not for us to cry out, "We knew all that be-
fore," but rather to note the processes, while observing their instructions, by 
which things already known are to help us forward to the acquisition of un-
known information and for the performance of hitherto unattempted works. 
To advance ourselves, and to take others with us, first principles must ever 
be remembered, frequently applied, and often enforced, and illustrated by well 
known facts. We heard of a man years ago who started to build a house. He 
either died, or his money ran out, but the house was not completed. The next 
owner, instead of going on where the first builder left off, began at the other 
end, as if he said, "I knew all that before," rejecting the previous plan, and so 
built on a new and more elaborate edifice. His folly was followed by another 
and yet others; so while we presume the mansion is now finished, yet it stands 
a strange conglomeration of n1aterial and style, brick, stone, marb1e, Gothic, 
Tudor, Corinthian; a certainly composite building. The whole stands as a 
stupendous monument to the folly of successive builders who slighted "things 
known before." 
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CALL TO CIVIL ENGINEERING. 
By Sadye Spence. 
''The mills of the gods grind slowly" and so docs the engineer, for the 
eternal question is ever to be answered. the question first asked by the 
Pharoahs; then on down through the ages by Ptolemy, the Caesars, Stevenson, 
Franklin and by numerous scientists of today, Where is the ultin1ate end of 
civilization? Obviously, and only in the hands of the makers of science. And 
today the whole world is unable of their endeavors. They have her girdled 
about with cables and her entire nervous system is a network of nerves. Her 
muscles are the giant industries and her arteries the rai lroads. The traveler 
of today boards his train in New York and in a day has covered a distance 
that required the traveler of yesterday many days to traverse. He meets 
neither Indian nor bear nor even a sense of desolation such as the first settler 
felt when still the light of hope in his eyes, and dreams of the Western Em-
pire laid before him in his mind he pushed onward to the unknown. But 
rather he crosses wonderfully designed bridges, rushes through marvelously 
constructed tunnels, and is pulled by a mechanism that surpasses the concep-
tion of ordinary man. Unlike Canute, we have harnessed the tides, and thrown 
a halter upon the grandest work of Nature, that cities may be lightened and 
industries continued. 
And these men of science, who are they? The world of luxury knows them 
not; the world of sport is an unknown quantity to them. They are found 
where toil and sweat are factors of each other, where graft ard politics have 
no foothold. Since the vision of such a necessary factor of humanism has 
been seen and placed in our own midst, Howard University, the fact remains 
clear that more of our number should enter the courses. 
There are offered the subjects which best fit our men for this kind of work. 
namely: 1-fechanical Drawing, Descriptive Geometry, Plane Surveying, Map-
ping Materials of Construction, Mechanics of Engineering, Railroad Hy-
draulics, Water Supply, Structures, Sanitary Engineering, Hydraulic Engineer-
ing, and Current Engineering Literature and Practice. 
Shall we help these men bear the burdens of the world more easily? 5hall 
we, the students of today at Howard, help link th(' na~ions of the earth to-
gether by a band of steel, the planets to each other, and help roll onward to 
eternity the whole Universe-pulled one way by the hand of Providence and 
the other by the Engineer ? 
What We Say It is, It is! 
Julius Lansburgh Furniture Company Inc. 
Standard High-Grade Furniture 
and Floor Covering 
512 Ninth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C. 
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ADVICE TO FRESHMEN. 
By Sadye Spence. 
Here you are in great numbers wondering which subjects will best aid you 
in your various courses. In whatever department you are the art of expres• 
sion-public speaking-is a most essential subject there is. Outward expres-
sion, the exponent of inward emotion, is the principle upon which all work 
is base~. It is upon this that we must depend for effectiveness in persuading, 
commanding, interesting, rebuking, soothing, appearing, sympathizing and 
endearing. The ability to ex press all one's varying emotions in appropriate 
and pleasing phrases, the acquisition of a finely modulated voice, a sympathetic 
anc inspiring presence and a gracious manner of address-all these give to 
one additional charm of person and commensurately greater power of impress- • 
irig his or her ideas on others, of accomplishing every phase of work in the 
world. 
Y. ·M. C. A. NOTES. 
By John Marshall :Miles. 
The most practical demonstration of Christian service was rendered by the 
Y . M. C. A. of Howard University at the opening of the school year. A com-
mittee of young men were placed at the Union Station to meet new students 
upon their arrival in the city two days before registration. This same com-
tnittee continued its . work until the evening of the last registration day. The 
office of tne Dean of 1ifen was opened for the safekeeping of handbags under 
the supervision of a Campus committee of the Association. 
l\>Iuch work was done by the Association in facilitating the registration by 
the prompt services of these young men in guiding new students to their 
proper places of registration and in furnishing general information. 
A very enjoyable evening was afforded the men, both new and old, at the 
annual Y. M. C. A. Get-together on Saturday evening, October 2, at which 
time words of welcome were spoken by Mr. J. G. Logan, former secretary; 
Prof. Tunnel: Mr. C. H. Tobias, of the International Y. M. C. A. Committee; 
Mr. Craber, of the International Committee; Dr. E. L. Parks, dean of men; 
Mr. C."L. Longmire, of the Senior Class; Mr. F. D. Jordon, of Junior Class; 
Mr. Edgar Simmons, of the Sophomore Class. 
11r. John M. Miles, l?resident of the Y. l\11. C. A., acted as master of cere-
monies. Refreshments were served in abundance and a fine spirit prevailed 
throughout the entire evening. 
From present indications. the outlook for a crowning ye~r ,in Y. M. C. A. 
work on the campus is very promising. 
r===~==== - , 
.. You get what you want and want what you get" n at the n 
~ llniv~rsltr -i.C.unc~~on.~tt~, line. ~ 
n An Up-to-date. Modern. Sanitar.v Cafeteria operated by Students n 
n Ask any one who has been there Telephone booth service n 
0 2300 6th St, N. W. (Opposite Science Hall) n 
Phone Col. 888R McGhee and Bell, Props. 
L ,===== ,000000000000,=====,J 
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HOWARD'S FOOTBALL SCHEDULE-1920. 
October 9th-Virginia Theologues at Washington, D. C. 
October 15th-Shaw at Raleigh, N. C. 
October 23rd-V. N. & I. I. at Petersburg, Va. 
November 6th-Virginia Union at Richmond, Va. 
November 13th-Hampton at Washington, D. C. 
November 25th- Lincoln at Washington, D. C. 
55 
The final game of the year will be staged in the American League Park on 
Thanksgiving Day. It is very necessary that we have the undivided support 
of the Faculty and the Alun1ni of Howar d University, not for one game, but 
all games; not for one sport, but each sport as it comes in season. 
We have the largest Alumni of any Negro school in the world today, but 
not the strongest. It is hard to say this, but it is true. Get together once and 
for all time and HANG TOGETHER. Give your college teams your undi-
vided moral and material support. We ask for your MORAL support at atl 
times, and your 1fA TERI AL support only once in a while. 
GIVE and CHEER, but DO BOTH CHEERFULLY. 
It's the SPIRIT BEHIND THE TEAM that wins. 
GET THE WINNING SPIRIT. 
EXCELLENT ENGRAVING 
For school, business and social functions 
of conventional or special ch aracter. 
M aximum quality at minimum cost, 
always. 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
"Headquarters" many years for kinder-
garted, grade, high-school. preparatory, col-
lege. and university students, 
Whatever you require will most likely be 





L oose-L eaf 
and Bound 
L edgers 
R.P.ANDREWS PAPER CO. 
727-731 13th Street Washington, D. C. 
BRANCHES: Norfolk, Va.-York, Pa. 
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THE FIRST GAME AND THE NEW COACH. 
The spirit of old Howard opened its football season on October 9th against 
Buck Hunt's boys from Virginia College and Seminary. \,\'hile Howard did 
not roll up an enormous score against the Virginia team, it was clearly evident 
that with the proper amount of support and encouragement from every How-
ardite, students and Alumni, Dr. :,[ orrison, the coach, can weld together an 
invincible machine. Using the words of Buck Hunt of old Howard fame, "You 
have some coach, and in three weeks' time that machine which is being made 
by hi1n will be able to sweep everything before it." 
Every football enthusiast knows that Howard has some coach, for who has 
followed the sport and not praised Ed Morrison of Tufts? It was he and 
Bill Brown who stopped Harvard and played Princeton to a standstill prior 
to the war. But before playing Varsity football at Tufts he was for four years 
on the Varsity team of Everett, Mass., High School while that team was at-
taining the enviable record of not being defeated in four years, and only being 
scored on twice in the same period. After leaving high school this footba ll 
woader made Tufts Varsity team in his Freshman year and during his two 
years at Tufts played against the best teams in the country, including Harvard, 
Princeton, Dartmouth and Syracuse. 
Moreover, Dr. Morrison has ability and experience as a coach. H is coach-
ing career began at his old high school, where his team again, as in the days 
when he played on it, did not lose a game. But finally he entered the field 
as a coach on big teams. T n 1917 he was head coach at Boston College. He 
has since been assistant to Brickley at Harvard and to O'Donnell at Holy 
Cross. During the war this all-round athlete, for he has a track and baseball 
record as well, was in_ charge of the 15th Battalion athletics at Camp Dix. 
Having a man at Howard who has achieved fame as a player and success as a 
coach points to success for Old Howard this season. 
Dr. Morrison's experience was clearly to be seen in Howard's opening 
game. His new system has every earmark of success. 1'Iore practice and 
knowledge of this new system of play will assure all loyal Howardites of an 
unconquerable team. So impregnab le was the Howard defense in this first 
game that the Lynchburgh boys were not able to earn one first down. 
Now. dear Howardites, the seeds have sprouted and borne some fruit. The 
season promises to be victorious. The coach and the players make this appeal 
to you. Get in a group, a great big group, every Howardite together, and 
yell and sing. Show your spirit and love for Howard, for that and that only 
can make a winning team win. Make these words your motto: 
"As long as sunshine is sunghine. I shall love Howard." 
DON'T FORGETTHE HOW ARD CORNER 
Georgia Avenue and H oward Place 




JACK'S It'., ea.Jy t o fin d. 
HO~ Coffee, Coco~ and Sand 11·iches 
2501 GEO. A V E. N .W. 
. 
R. HARRIS & CO. 
Class and Fraternity Pins, 
l.VI edals, and Special ' fr o-
phies of every description-
R. Harris & Co. 
Cor. 7th and D Streets, N . W. 
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"IN MEMORIAM." 
Every lover of true sportsmanship in football and basketball mourns the 
death of George Gilmore, but it is with still greater force that the Alumni 
and student body of Howard mourn the death of this brilliant athlete. Gil-
more was the nucleus of that old blue and white basketball machine-the invin-
cible five-composed of Curtis, Nixon, Sykes, Oliver and Gilmore. The fame 
of this quintet will never die in its field of sport. Like the all-round athlete 
that he was, Gilmore played end on the Howard football team for many years. 
In these two sports the name of George Gilmore is carved in letters of gold 
on the memory of every Howardite. It is with sympathy to his family and 
reverence to a favorite son of Howard that we announce his death. 
And rushing down the court they 
came, 
Five husky men in all; 
To stop his brilliant charge that 
night, 
"Get Gilmore and the ball." 
His well trained eye had gauged the 
time; 
While cheering filled the hall; 
He made his jump, they roared again, 
"Get Gilmore and the ball." 
Again, he stops, and tricks the boys, 
He's pulled his famous stall; 
In vain they try to counter him, 
"Get Gilmore and the ball." 
See, as he prances down the court, 
No moments here that pall; 
The same old cry was raised again: 
"Get Gilmore and the ball." 
The famous Howard quint of yore 
With him could never fall; 
And thousands cheered when rivals 
said: 
"Get Gilmore and the ball." 
With Alpha 'twas the same old thing, 
At Waldron's famous hall; 
While Spartan and St. C. agreed: 
"Get Gilmore and the ball." 
\Vith P;ttsburgh's crack Loendi team 
He answered his last call; 
Unflinchingly he heard again 
"Get Gilmore and the ball." 
Farewell, good friend, a fond farewell 
From players, fans and all; 
No more we'll hear that well-known 
cry: 
"Get Gilmore and the ball." 
HOWARD-LINCOLN GAME TO BE SOCIETY EVENT. 
Last year the National League Park at Philadelphia was filled to its utmost 
capacity by representative colored citizens, graduates and adherents as well as 
students of the two far-famed educational institutions, Lincoln and Howard 
Universities. Enthusiasm is already at fever heat for the game this year be-
tween the same two institutions. The reservation of boxes and grandstand 
seats is already proceeding at a very lively rate. Reservations have been re-
cived fron1 Pittsburgh, Boston, Philadelphia, Atlanta and Norfolk, thereby 
assuring the advance sale of the full capacity of the American League Park, 
Washington, D. C., which has been secured for the Thanksgiving game be-
tween the same school this year. It is the plan to reserve box seats at $2.00 
each and grandstand seats at $1.50. The general admission to the pavilions 
will be $1.00. All reservations for tickets should be accompanied by post office 
money order or certified checks and forwarded to Dr. Emmett J. Scott, Secre-
tary-Treasurer, Howard University. 
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY I ; 
American League Park 
Washington. D. C. 
: 
THANKSGIVING DAY :; 
1~HURSDAY, NOVEMBER 25TH, 1920 
ADMISSION: Box Seats $2.00 each; 
Grand Stand $1:50; General Admission Pa- a 
lea 
vilion $1.00. i 
~ Applications should be accompanied by Post Office ~ 
Order or Certified Check. ~ 
Emmett J. Scott, Secretary-Treasurer, Howard University. ; 
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THE 1920 FOOTBALL SQUAD 
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OPINIONS OF A ECRU 
A Scl'ub is one of tl1e minute parts, on which the sucsess of any athleti<· 
organization depends. 
It was on Saturday, Octobe1· !lth, that this scrub, along with many others 
sat on the bench, anxiously awaiting an opportunity to be sent into the game; 
to fight even to die Ior the sake of Howard. By the name Howard, we do not 
1·efer to the buildings, the campus, nor even the faculty of this institution; but 
totbemen and women that makeup its st,udent life. 
As this scrub listened to the appeals of the Rabble leaders, begging the 
"Loyal Howardites'' to show their appreciation for the ieam that was fighting 
to hold up their banner: and as he noted the dismal ftiilure of each attempt, 
he wondered, to himself, if it was worth while for a man to fight for such an 
institution. He noticed that those who did the least towards encouraging the 
team, were the first to criticize its "weak showing.· , 
At the next game on the campus, this scrub would like to see the students of 
Howard University change their attitude, imbibe the spirit of the occasion 
about face and take courage: God, man, and the Devil will take your measure; 
Let him who wins his spurs weat· them. In the face of strongest opposition, let 
·an see that you are men. We are either boosters or knockers. \Yhen ever 
you refuse to assist you1· Rabble leadei·s, you become a knocker. 
BEAR THIS IN MINO 
After God made the snake, the feog·, and the Yiper, He bad some obnoxious 
material left with which he made the knocker. A knocker is a two-footed insect 
with a jelly fish back, and corkscrew soul. In place of a heart, be has a tumor 
of rotten principles. When he comes near, ,\ngels droop their wings and the 







S STREET. NORTll\VERT .1-\.T REVEN'.l'H 
Southern Dental Supply Company 
12.25 New York Avenue Northwest 
Professional Building Washington, D. C. 
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COUNTERWEIGHTS 
Advice to Seniors. 
1. Don't get so excited over being 
a Senior that you remain one longer 
than you might intend. 
2. Compare the little you do know 
with all you don't know and survive 
the shock-if possible. 
3. Remember the motto: "Don't put 
off for tomorrow what you can do 
today." 
"What do you charge for your 
rooms?" 
"Five dollars up." 
"But I'm a student.>' 
"Then its five dollars down." 
Our Library. 
"The Younger Set"--The Freshmen. 
"With the Best Intention"-We all 
begin the term. 
"A Far Country"-Graduation Day 
to a Freshman. 
"A Court of Kindly Eyes"-Faculty 
of Howard University. 
"Help Wanted"-For the Fresh-
men. 
"The Things That Count"-The 
committee of one spirit. 
"A Fearful Responsibility"-Being a 
Senior. 
"Stepping H eavenward"-Entering 
Miner Hall "Sky Parlor." 
"Storm Center"-The Post Office. 
Bright Soph.--"Civilization 1s the 
art of changing savages into human 
beings." 
'Phone Main 6386-7 
Geo. F. Muth & Co. 
1Jr11fts111en ·s Supplies, S11r<Veyor;' Out.fits, 
Paints, Artists' Jliate,ial, Paasdzc Air Bru hes 
Selling Agents for 
Keuffel & Esser Company, New York 
710 13th Street, N. W., . Wasb.,D. C 
Howard Theatre 
ANDREW J. THOMAS 
Theatre Co. Prop. 
VINCENT B. THOMAS 
Manager 
Largest Colored Theatre in 
Washington showing 
exclusively 
All Star Feature Photo 
Plays 
Visit our Popular Supper Shows 
Syn1phony Orchestra of 
fifteen pieces. 
For Purity and Wholesomeness 
insist on 
Ice Cream 
Made in the most Scientific and Sanitary 
Ice Cream Plant in the Worla 
Chapin-Sacks Manufacturing Co. 
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"A" Class Wit (?) 
"I am going to wear my dress with 
the beer bottles tomorrow." 
University Book Store 
"Beer bottles,., 
"Yes; Schlitz." 
High Grade Stationery, Text 
books, New and Second-band. 
Sad Sulphuric Story. 
Poor chap; he died last night. 
,v e'll see his face no more; 
For what he thought was ILO, 
Vilas H,SO,. 
"Tell me,'' said the newly-rich lady, 
as they were discussing points of pro-
1unciation, "do you say 'the Rhine' or 
the Rhone'? I hear it both ways." 
Isn't It Fine to Be Bright? 
She "How would you classify a 
telephone girl? Is hers a business or 
profession?" 
He-"Neither; it's a calling?" 
Sunday School Teacher (tell of the 
Deluge)-"And it rained for forty 
days and forty nights.·• 
Johnny-"Were the farmers satis-
fied, then?" 







Regtila1· Breakfcist oncl Dinner 
Special Sunday Night Suppers 
Private Dining Rooms for Special Parties 
and Banquets 
617 Florida Avenue - - Northwest 
College Text Books 
NEW AND SECOND HAND 
Lowdermilk & Co. 
1418 F Street, N. W. 
Prompt andEfficient Service 
HOW ARD STUDENTS 
If You want Home-Cooked Meals 
Visit VICTORY CAFE 
1844 7th St, N.W. 
John M. Habbash. Prop. 
THE MAGNET 
l. DINOWITZER, Prop. 
Sandwiches Co:ffee 
Ice Cream Pastries 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
2221 Georgia Ave., N. W 
FOLLOW the STUDENTS 
Go to 
Brown's Corner 
.f'-len's \Vear, Hats, Shoes 
Cor. 7th and T Streets, Northwest 
THE HOWARD 
Shoe Shining & Cleaning 
Establishment 
OPERATED .BY STUDENTS · 
Shoe Shining, Hat Cleanjng 
and Tailoring 
FORD & DIXON, Props. 
(Howard Students) 
1910 Seventh Street .. N. W. 
- -----
Phone ]Hain )44 
G il111ar1 Drug Co. 
Surgical Instruments and Phy-
sicians Supplies 
726 Pennsylvania Avenue . . N.W 
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Jflorist 
I 'bone J\1 a in :no, 
I 4tll ,~lld H. titreet, Northw~~1 
COl-lBY'S 
11l-.{J~1\.D ..1.\J\ I) C ..c \ I, I•~ 
N. 3747 Auto Service 
.Repairinu that plPn8e8 
BOOKER'S WATCH SIIOP 
Fine 1i'atch, C'lor·k, ,Jezcclry and 
Optical Jlepairina 
1832_7th Street, N.\Xi ., Wash., D.C. 
Phone Main 390 
Robert J. RoLhstein & Co. 
DEN'l'A L LABORATORY 
}ftcltc111ic(,l DeI1tistry in all its 
Rruneh 0 s 
Office and Lahc.,ratory 
811 Eleventh Street N. W.. \Vash., D. C. 
i• ~,. R. Hillyard 
OP'l'OJI 11:'/'H IS'!' 
Full Line of J ev.'elry and 
Presents 
Prescriptions careful] y tilled 
Optical \ •Vork done in 21 Hours 
BOARD FAl\
11 lLY S1-YLE, by 
Day. \V eek. or lV!onth 
Rate per month (two meals) - $12.00 
MRS. L. C. PALMER, Prop. 
2208 6 Street, N. YV. 
---------·-------
CORSAGES 
for '1'1 rF : (}Il ~ I,S and 
FLO'\\' J~J~H 
at Powell's 801 1•101:ida, Al'enue 
1'. \,. 
Special prices to st11<let1ts 
-A, R 1~ I S T I C ... 
--"' PHOTOGl~APHY 
Student 1-uork Col{/iullr I nvi1ed 
SCURLOCK 
\JOO You St. N. W . \Vashington. D. C. 
Dulin and Martin Co. 
China, Glas~ware, Sill'enrnre, Kitchen 
Furnishings. Prizes and Trophies 
for College E"ents. 
Gift Objects in Great Variety 
China Pottery, Cut Glass, Lamps, 
Silver, Art, Wares. 
115 F; 1214-11-18 G Street N. W . 
. 5,port mart. 
ATHLETIC OUTFITTERS 
SWEATERS 
905 F Street, N. W. 
1410 N. Y. AYe. K.v\T. 
1827 Seventh St., Northwest '\¥ As H IN GT ON . D. C . 
Here is your old friend "LOU" in a 
new line of Busiuess with 
LO U IR K XI<: I },' Ji} I, 
~A A: I>\\'_\ Hr,;, l' A I N'"J'~ 
0,!.!::.:::_AlS~ GT,'\./'i,-i •.• 
{-fot,~~E J?C"RN1$J:I Jr,;(;~ 
HARRY PLOTNICK 
<'o,Hplelc 'Li,ie of Dry ({ooil~. .,_ \'otion~, 
Larlic.~ 1.rntl Uc,1ts .IParnishings 
Spreads. Comforts, J ,ace Curtains and 
Portieres a ~pec-i,dty. Low Prices 
~'ash., D. C. 
You Can't Lose If You Patronize Our Advertisers. 
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STUDYING 
And the close application of your eyes ,vill undoubtedly 
cause a Strain and n1ake the Pursuit of your Studies very 
burdensome. I will exan1ine your eyes and supply you with 
glasses and allow you a 
Liberal Discount of 10 Per cent 
DR. EDWARD JACOBS, 
OPTOMETRIST - OPTICIAN 
810 Florida Avenue N.W. 
Hours 9:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M. Phone North 5809 
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BEFORE 1894 every chemist thought he knew what air is. "A mecha irnl mixture of moisture, nitrogen and oxygen, with traces of hydrogen and cerbon dioxide," he would explain. 
There was sc, much oxygen and nitrogen in a given sample that he 
simply deter.mned the amount of oxygen present and assumed the 
rest to be nitroger.. 
One Great English Chemist, Lord Rayleigh, found that the nitro-
gen obtained from the air was never so pure as that obtained from 
some compound like ammonia. What was the "impurity"? In 
_ co-operatior- w;th another prominent chemist, Sir William Ramsay, 
it was discovered in an entire!y new gas - "argon." Later came the 
discovery of other rare gases in the atmosphere. The air we breathe 
contains about a dozen gases and gaseous compounds. 
This :::tudy of the air is an example of research in pure science. 
Raylei1<1 and Ramsay had no practical end in view-mere~y the dis-
covery of new facts. 
A f~w years ago the Research Laboratories of the General Electric 
Corr..pany began to study the destruction of filaments in exhausted 
lamps in order to ascertain how this happened. It was a purely 
scientific undertaking. It was found that the: filament evaporated 
- boiled away, like so much water. 
Pressure will check boiling or evaporation. If the pressure within 
a boiler is very high, it •vii! take more heat than ordinarily to boil the 
water. Would a gas under pressure prevent filaments from boiling 
away? If so, wr.at gas? It must be a gas that will not ccmbine 
chemically with the filament. The filament would burn in oxygen ; 
hydrogen would conduct the heat away too rapidly. Nitrogen is a 
useful gas in this case. It does form a few compounds, however. 
Better still is argon. It forms no compounds at all. 
Thus the modern, efficient, gas-filled lamp appeared, and so argon. 
which seemed the most uteless gas in the world, found a practical 
application. 
Discover new facts and their practical application will take care 
of itself. 
And the discovery of new facts is the primary purpose or the 
Researc!l. Laboratories of the General Electric Company. 
Som~times years must elapse before the practical application of a 
discovery becomes anparent, as in the case of argon; sometimes a 
practical application ·follows from the mere answering of a "theoret-
ical" question, as in the case of a gas-filled lamp. But no substantial 
progre~s can be made unless research is conducted for the purpose of 
discovering new facts. 
Gtemt®lf~Il8Electric 
Gc:.c:::.l Oeice Company Schenectady, N. y . 
....,.., 
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